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Even though the fertilizer industry isn’t very
large in comparison with some of the other industries in
the United States, it is very important to the national
welfare, which depends, in peace and war, on productive
lands. The large increase in the use of fertilizers dur-
ing World War II was the main factor which helped increase
our food supply so much that we were able to feed not only
ourselves but also our allies. It was estimated by the
Department of Agriculture that in 1944, 20% of the crops
grown in the United States as a whole could be attributed
to using fertilizers; also in many important agricultural
states for the same year, over 50^ of the crops produced
were grown as a result of using fertilizers.
Fertilizers not only directly help increase crop
yields but also help improve soils. Fertilizers help con-
trol erosion; easily erodible lands don’t have to be culti-
vated as much, because crop production can be increased by
the use of fertilizers. They also help increase the rapid
growth of vegetation on erodible soil and improve the nutri-
tive value of farm crops.
World War II with its devastation of many areas
of the world, which caused large shortages of food, has in-
creased interest in the fertilizer industry, especially in
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the United States due to the task this country has under-
taken since the end of the war to feed the hungry peoples
of the V/orld,
It is the purpose of this analysis to treat the
various aspects of the superphosphate fertilizer industry
and to show its importance in the United States and the
World
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7Chapter 1
Historical Background of the Superphosphate Fertilizer Industry.^
General Background of the Fertilizer Industry .
Most of the food supply of the world comes from
the earth either in the form of grains and vegetables or
of meat from animals which are fed on the products of the
earth. A plant in order to grow needs besides water, air,
and sunlight, chemical compounds containing nitrogen, phos-
phorus, potassium, and small amounts of iron, magnesium,
lime and sulfur compoimds. The energy needed by the plant
to grow is supplied by the sunlight which acts on the leaves
of the plant. The water, nitrogen compounds and the mineral
compounds containing calcium, potassium, phosphorus and
iron that a plant needs are absorbed by it from the earth
through its roots, but these compounds have to be in solu-
tion before the plant can use them. These mineral elements
originated in the rocks and minerals which, as they decayed,
helped to form the soil; these elements are mostly in the
form of insoluble compounds which plants cannot use, but
small amounts do become available to them every so often
due to chemical reactions in the soil. When crops are har-
dest of the material in this chapter comes from the fertili-
zer sections of the Encyclopaedia Britannica , Volo 9» 1945
& 1946.
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8vested the soil is deprived of these minerals which the
plants have absorbed from the land, and if no provision
is made somehow to retirrn these elements to the soil, crop
production will be seriously diminished in the future.
Shortages are most likely to occur in the mineral elements
and non-mineral element of nitrogen, because plants re-
quire only very small amounts of the other chemicals, and
most lands have enough of these elements to last for a
very long time. The ancients observed that growing crops
every year caused the earth to become exhausted, and there-
fore to avoid this they wouldn’t plant anything every third
season thereby allowing the rock particles in the earth to
become soluble through weathering, thus increasing the am-
ount of available plant food for the next season. Most
cultivated soils of the earth have reached the stage of
diminished crop reduction due to farmers not replacing the
mineral elements of the earth after they have removed their
crops.
Farmyard manure has been used on the soil since
ancient times. It is well to distinguish here between the
words fertilizer and manure since each is a product which
can make the soil more fertile; in agricultural literature,
the word fertilizer is limited to a substance made artifi-
cially, i, e, by a chemical process in this case, and manure
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9is a more general term referring to materials such as
farm manure and lime. Farm manure as compared with arti-
ficial fertilizers has a low plant nutrient composition
but it does have a high organic matter composition which
makes it a very good fertilizer. Organic matter is very
useful in the soil; it helps improve the composition of
certain types of soils; it serves as a food supply for cer-
tain types of useful bacteria; it increases the ability of
the soil to hold water; and the nitrogen and potash in the
organic matter are released slowly as the manure decomposes,
thereby giving the plants a better chance to absorb them as
they grow. The disadvantage of manure is that there is
only a limited supply available to farmers.
Besides manure, other materials such as ground
bones, wood ashes, saltpetre, and dried blood have been
used as fertilizers since early times. The first settlers
who came to this country noticed that the Indians would
place a fish under each hill of maize in order to help grow
a better product. The use of lime on the soil has been prac-
ticed for hundreds of years.
In the early part of the 19th century, a great
deal of progress was made by botanists and chemists in the
study of plant growth, e.g. the relation between the plant
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scientific agriculture study were Theodore de Saussure
of the Geneva school, Justus von Liebig in Germany, J, B*
Lawes and J. H, Gilbert at Rothamsted, England, and Jean
Baptiste Boussingault in Prance. These scientists showed
how fertilizers supplied the following important fertilizing
constituents, 1, nitrogen 2. phosphorus 3* potassium
4* organic matter and 5* calcium oxide. Of these, the first
three were the most important, and it was shown later that
they could be manufactured artificially aid easily trans-
ported and handled on the farm. Liebig showed that ammonia,
obtained as a by-product when coal gas and coke is made by
the carbonization of coal, could be used as a fertilizer if
it were "fixed" by using acid. Ammonium sulfate was used by
Lawes as a fertilizer on his farm in Rothamsted. Chilean
nitrate was first used as a fertilizer around 1840 and this
in addition to the ammonia fertilizer mentioned above served
as an adequate supply of fertilizer at that time.
In 1840, Liebig discovered that if bone meal, which
had been used for a fertilizer for some time, were treated with
sulfuric acid, then the availability of the phosphate of the
bone meal would be increased. In 1842, Lawes discovered that
if natural rock phosphate, which is a poor fertilizer in this
form, is treated with sulfuric acid, then a very good fertili-
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fertilizer was built by Lawes in that year. Up to that
time, ground bones, the supply of which was very limited,
was the only source of phosphate fertilizer. But there
was an abundant supply of rock phosphate and soon many fac-
tories were set up in Europe using the Lawes process. Low
grade phosphate rock of Europe was used mostly at first un-
til better deposits were discovered in the United States,
which then became the main source of phosphate rock in the
world. In the early part of the 20th century, northern
Affica became an important source of supply of rock phos-
phate for Europe. For the first time, agriculture had an
abundant supply of phosphate fertilizer due to the Lawes
process. G-round bones are still being used today, but the
amount available, like manure, is very small.
When the potash mines in Stassfurt, Germany were
developed in the latter half of the 19th century, potassium,
the third element, was made available to agriculture in the
necessciry large enough quantities. Prom then on, nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium were plentiful for fertilizer pur-
poses, and after 1875, the fertilizer industry increased
in size and importance becoming world-v;ide.
In 1942, fertilizers were used in about 20^ of
the farm lands of the United States; fertilizers were not
used in many big regions due to climatic conditions, i.e.
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in areas of low rainfall, for example, where this would
be the limiting factor rather than a lack of mineral ele-
ments in the soil. An example of the difference of amount
of fertilized areas is shown by the fact that only about
2$ of the farm lands in the Great Plains area is fertilized,
but about 78^ of the farm lands of the southern states, Flor-
ida, Georgia, and the Carolinas is fertilized. Of course,
these examples are extreme and most of the other crop lands
of the country are in between these extremes. It is pro-
bable that the amount of fertilizer used in the United States
will increase steadily for some time in the future.
For some time after these fertilizers were discover-
ed, their value was measured only by the fact that crops
•were increased, but lately the importance of fertilizers in
•causing better quality of crops has been realized and meas-
ured. The nutritive value of farm crops depends a great
deal on the amount of minerals they contain, especially phos-
phoins. Also, the amount of vitamins is increased in farm
crops if the soil in which they are grown has a high mineral
content, especially potassium.
Phosphate Fertilizers . Ordinary Superphosphate .
In 1842, Lawes took out a patent on making super-
phosphate fertilizer by treating ground natural rock phos-
phate with sulfuric acid^ and set up the first factory for
^British patent 9353, issued to John Bennett Lawes in 1842.
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making this product. Even today, most of the superphos-
phate fertilizer of the world is made by the Lawes process.
The phosphorus is present in the mineral rock phosphate in
the form of calcium fluorphosphate
,
whose chemical formula
is Ca-j^QE2{P0^ )g. Plants cannot absorb the phosphorus in
this form, due to its insoluble character, but when the rock
is treated with sulfuric acid in the correct amount, most of
the fluorphosphate is decomposed to monocalcium phosphate,
CaH4.(PO^)2 and calcium sulfate, CaSO^. The phosphorus in
this form is readily soluble in water and is available as a
plant nutrient.
The type or grade of superphosphate fertilizer is
shown, by custom and by state laws, in terms of the avail-
able phosphorus pentoxide, fertilizer. Ordi-
nary superphosphate fertilizer has about 16 to 20% available
P2O5 equivalent. Superphosphate is a very good fertilizer
because it does not increase the acidity of the earth as
ammonium sulfate does, and because it supplies calcium which
has a nutrient value and sulfate which is important sometimes.
Its weakness lies in the fact that it has a low amount of
available phosphate; also a large proportion of the cost of
transporting, bagging, and handling is chargeable to other
materials present in the product, calcium sulfate being the
largest item in this respect.
.
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The product that was obtained in the latter part
of the 19th century was a poor one having an irregular com-
position and not too good a physical condition. This was due
to a number of reasons: (1) the action of sulfuric acid on
the impurities in the phosphate rock was not too v/ell under-
stood, and this resulted in no actual chemical control over
the raw materials used. (2) Not much was known about the im-
portance of the right concentration of the acid on the rate
and completeness of the process and the mechanical condition
of the final product. (3) The rock phosphate was not ground
too well, and this resulted in an incomplete attack by the
sulfuric acid on all the particles of the rock. (4) Hand
labor was used to mix the acid with the rock and this re-
sulted in incomplete acidulation and slow reaction. (5)
Freshly prepared product was dumped on piles right after mixing,
which resulted in too quick cooling thus stopping the chemi-
cal reactions and resulting in a material with too high a mois-
ture content. As time went on, better methods were introduced
where the amounts of rock and acid are accurately measured and
the right concentration of acid is known; also fertilizer ma-
chinery for grinding, mixing, and other steps in the process
was developed resulting in a product far superior to the early
one.^ K. D. Jacob in an article in the "Fertilizer Review"
^Waggaman-Easterwood
,
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Phosphate has been called the backbone of
the American fertilizer industry. The truth
of this statement is attested by the fact
that phosphate has continued to be almost
the only chemically processed plant food pro-
duced wholly within the industry since the
manufacture of commercial fertilizer was es-
tablished on a permanent basis in the United
States about 100 years ago. The discovery
and development of enormous deposits of phos-
phate rock - first in South Carolina and sub-
sequently?- in Florida, Tennessee, and the 7/est -
and abundant supplies of low-cost sulfuric
acid, together with the simplicity and cheap-
ness of the manufacture of ordinary or nonnal
superphosphate, have been the principal fac-
tors enabling phosphate to maintain this pre-
eminent position*^
Thus from a modest beginning of a few thousand
tons around 1870, output increased so rapidly that this coun
try soon became the leading world producer, a position which
it still holds. Production of ordinary superphosphate in




If the sulfuric acid used in the manufacture of or
dinary superphosphate is replaced partly or wholly by phos-
phoric acid, the amount of calcium sulfate in the final pro-
duct will be decreased greatly, and this will result in a
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more concentrated material. A product containing as high
as 45 - 50% phosphorus pentoxide can be prepared by using
phosphoric acid.
The phosphoric acid can be made by several methods.
One common method is to mix the ground phosphate rock with
dilute sulfuric acid in the right amount, filter the residue,
and then concentrate the dilute phosphoric acid to the cor-
rect degree required in making concentrated superphosphate.
A second method is the electric furnace one in which phosphate
rock is smelted with silica and coke in an electric furnace
and phosphorus comes off as a gas mixed with carbon monoxide,
the phosphorus being recovered in a liquid state by cooling
the gases as they are being evolved. This method was patent-
ed in 1867 but was not used commercially until approximately
1890* Phosphorus was not used much at that time, because it
cost too much to make it due to the small size of the early
furnaces (less than 500 kilowatts capacity). After the first
World Wcir, Germany began to use phosphorus made by the elec-
tric furnace method in the production of fertilizer. In the
United States, the Tennessee Valley Authority in 1934-1935
began using phosphorus made by large electric smelting fur-
naces (6,000 kilowatts) in the production of concentrated
superphosphate. Soon after, even larger furnaces were built
by two chemical companies and today there are in operation
dl
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furnaces of 16,000 kilowatts capacity. Up to the present
time, the T.V.A. is the only large scale producer of the
concentrated superphosphate by the electric furnace method.
The electrical energy of the furnace furnishes the heat
which is necessary to free the phosphorus from the phos-
phate rock. A blast furnace can also be used to free the
phosphorus from the rock but it is more difficult to con-
dense the phosphorus gas due to its lower concentration.
To avoid this, the T.V.A. found a method where the phos-
phorus was oxidized to the pentoxide and then recovered the
concentrated phosphoric acid from the latter; by this method,
the carbon monoxide in the mixture is recovered thus saving
its fuel value.
Although concentrated superphosphate has been
made since 1872, it was practically unknown to farmers un-
til recently. Its use has been increased in recent years
due to better processes and an increasing realization of its
advantages. Experiments on different types of crops and
soils have shown that an equivalent amount of available pen-
toxide, P2O5, in the form of concentrated superphosphate re-
sults in about the same increases in yield as are obtainable
with noi*mal superphosphate. The average grade of concentra-
ted superphosphate contains more than double the percent of
available P2O5. Therefore, the costs of transporting, bagging.

18
and labor are relatively lower for the concentrated super-
phosphate than the other forms, resulting in lower unit
costs for farmers in certain regions of the United States.
It also has other advantages over other phosphate fertili-
zers; it is used in making certain high-analysis mixed fer-
tilizers; some grades of phosphate rock which cannot be
used to make normal superphosphate can be used to make con-
centrated superphosphate; and this type of fertilizer has
an advantage over other types in the export market.^
Basic Slag ,
When the Gilchrist - Thomas process for making low
phosphorus steel from high phosphorus cast iron was first
used in England around 1880, it was found that the basic
slag obtained in the process was rich in phosphate. It was
assumed that this product was similar to rock phosphate and
therefore had to be chemically treated to become a useful fer
tilizer, and many factories were built to do just that. It
was not until many years later that it was shown that basic
slag only had to be ground very finely to use it as a fertili
zer.
The amoimt of slag made is limited by the amount of
steel which is made from high phosphorus cast iron. Basic
slag is used much more in Europe than in the United States
^A, L. Mehring
,
"Double Superphosphate", Circular #718, U. S,
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because, even though our steel production has increased to
tremendous proportions, the large iron ore deposits here
have a low phosphorus content. The only source of basic
slag in this country is the low-analysis product made in the
Birmingham, Alabama, area,^
Minor Phosphate Fertilizers.
Other minor phosphate fertilizers are ammonium
phosphate made by neutralizing phosphoric acid with ammonia,
defluorinated rock phosphate fertilizer made by volatilizing
the fluorine in rock phosphate by treating molten rock phos-
phate with a gas containing water vapor (the presence of fluo-
rine chemically combined with the calcium and phosphate of
phosphate rock makes the phosphorus very difficult for plants
to absorb), calcium raetaphosphate made by smelting hot pen-
toxide with rock phosphate in a furnace (developed by the
T.V.A,), and potassium metaphosphate made by the action of
hot pentoxide and steam on potassium chloride.
D, Jacob, "Phosphate Fertilizer Progress", Fertilizer
Review
,
Jan, -Feb,, 19^8, p, 19
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Characteristics of the Pertili^r Industry in general .
Number of e stablishments and geographical distribution •
According to the Census of Manufactures, the fer-
tilizer industry is made up of establishments engaged in
making commercial fertilizer and superphosphates or mixing
of fertilizer materials. In 1939, there were 764 plants,
with an average number of only 18,744 wage earners employed
during the year. These plants were located in 39 states
with a heavy concentration in the Southern area. (See Ex-
hibit 1) The South is the most important domestic market
^
1
for fertilizer in the United States.
The Middle and South Atlantic, the South Central,
and the East North Central States are the most important fer-
tilizer producing areas in the United States, In 1939, Geor-
gia had the largest number of plants, accounting for a little
over 17^ of the total number of establishments in the country,
(see Table lA) 49.7^ of the plants were in the South Atlantic
States, 15.2^ in the Middle Atlantic, 14.0^ in the South Cen-
tral, and 10.4^ in the East North Central States (see Table IB).
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The following port cities are important centers of the fer-
tilizer industry, especially with regard to superphosphate:
Baltimore, Maryland; Norfolk, Virginia; Wilmington, North
Carolina; Charleston, South Carolina; and Jacksonville and
Tampa, Florida.^ Fertilizer plants are located in general
near areas where the product is used, the cotton and tobacco
growing states being the largest consumers (see Exhibit 8,
p. 65).
Fertilizer plants range in size from those employ-
ing less than 5 workers to those employing over 3®® workers.
The industry is characterized by a large number of small es-
tablishments which produce only a small amount of the total
fertilizer, and a small number of large plants which produce
most of the output. A study made by the Department of Agri-
culture in 1944 of all plants in the industry shipping fer-
tilizer to the retail trade showed that more than l/3rd of
total fertilizer sales were made by 7 companies, and 1/2 the
total by 16. At the other end of the scale, 1/2 of the total
number of companies together sold only 4.7^ of the total fer-
2
tilizer tonnage.
^layman, M. I., "Trends in Man-Hours Expended per Ton for
the Manufacture of Selected Types of Fertilizer, 1939 "t^o 1946 ,
U. S. Department of Labor, May, 1948, p. 48.
^Ibid. p. 51.
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Although most of the plants are relatively small,
concentration of ownership is an important factor in the in-
dustry. For example, the Virginia-Carolina Chemical company,
organized in 1895, had by 1919, an interest in 41 complete
fertilizer plants. The leading fertilizer manufacturers in
this country are the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co.
,
the Ameri
can Agriculture Co., whose trade name is "Agrico", the Inter-
national Minerals & Chemical Corporation, Tennessee Coipora-
tion, Davison Corporation, the Armour Fertilizer Works, and
Swift and Co.
,
the last two of which are subsidiaries of the
meat-packing companies. These plants cajrry on various opera-
tions: they mine and sell phosphate rock; they make sulfuric
acid and acid phosphate fertilizers. Some also produce other
fertilizers such as ammonium sulfate and tankage#^
^"Report on the Fertilizer Industry", Federal Trade Commission
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New Jersey 22 2.9
North Carolina 70 9.2
Ohio 33 4.3
Pennsylvania 28 3.7
South Carolina 76 10.0
Tennessee 12 1.5
Virginia 43 5.6
Other States 180 23.5
Total 764 100.0
Source: Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures, 1939
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Table 1. B
NUMBER OP ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY, 1959.
Establishments
Number Percent
New England 1/ 30 3.9
Middle Atlantic 2/116 15.2
South Atlantic 3/ 380 49.7
East North
Central 4/ 79 10, A
South Central
_5/ 107 14.0
Western 6/ 39 5.1
Other States 7/ 13 1.7
Total 764 100.0
1/ Includes Maine, Massachusetts, and Connecticut,
2/ Includes New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware, and Maryland,
^ Includes Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia, and Florida,
4/ Includes Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and
Wisconsin,
^ Includes Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas,
^ Includes V7ashington, Oregon, and California.
7/ Includes Arizona, 1 establishment; Colorado, 2;
~ Kansas, 1; Minnesota, 2; Montana, 1; North
Dakota, 1; Oklahoma, 1; Rhode Island, 1; Vermont,
1; West Virginia. 1;
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The manufaot-ure of fertilizer is seasonal in na-
ture. The main peak for the country as a whole occurs around
March or April depending on the weather, with a lesser peak
occurring around September or October, because farmers gener-
ally do most of their fertilizer buying just a short time be-
fore planting. The actual peaks for the various regions of
the country vary, with the spring peak starting early in the
year in the deep South due to the climate and then moving
north thereafter. This seasonality is clearly shown in the
Department of Labor’s index of employment in the fertilizer
industry for the years 1939 io 1943 (see table 2)
^
Table 2*
IKDEXES OP EI^PLOYMENT IN THE EERTILIZER INDUSTRY, BY MONTHS,
1939-43
(1939 = 100)
Month 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943
January W.T' 97.8 113.'2““ 114.5
“
February 102.9 106.5 144.6 138.2
March 1A3.2 133.0 156.7 158.6
April , 166.6 164.6 168.7 147.1 154.8
Mflv 116.7 121.3 119 o 7 118.8
Jnn*^ 74.4 83.6 86.
6
96.2
.Till V.... 6Q.3 75.4 85.1 88.5
AiieniRt. 69.8 76.4 84.6 91.8
September 92.7 90.2 103.9 103.0
np.tnhftT. 92.7 91.2 97.8 102.6
NnvfimhRT .... 86.1 86.
6
*95.3 103.9
'nftf'.RmhfiT' . 96.3 89.7 100.4 109.4
Source: Morris, E.B., "Hours and Earnings in the Fertilizer In-
dustry, January 1943", Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Depart-







In these years, the indexes for March and April
have been much higher than any other months, except in 1942
when the index for April was a little higher than that for
February. There is also a peak in these same years for
the fall months starting with September after a comparatively
low period of activity during the summer months.
Competition
.
It is comparatively easy to enter the fertilizer
industry because the capital investment required is not
great and sources of material are available to anyone want-
ing to produce such a product. Therefore, farmers in every
important fertilizer-using area are able to buy their fertili-
zer from any of several companies, in some cases 10 or 12 or
even more. This is a major factor in the severe competition
prevalent in the industry.
The highly seasonal nature of the industry also re-
sults in severe competition. Since the selling season is con-
centrated in a few weeks, a producer who does not sell all his
goods must then carry the remainder over to the next season
which adds to the pressure of making sales.
A third important factor is the excess capacity of
the industry. With present plant and equipment, the fertilizer
industry can produce twice as much fertilizer as the country
has ever used in one year. This situation was made still worse
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by the T.V.A.’s program of increasing the production of fer-
tilizer for experimental and demonstration purposes and dis-
tributing the fertilizer free to farmers or at cost.
Trade Association
.
The leading trade association of fertilizer manu-
facturers is the National Fertilizer Association in Washington,
D.C., which was organized in 1883, its objectives being to
bring the various firms of the fertilizer industry into more
friendly contact and to facilitate the exchange of opinions
upon useful and interesting subjects.
The National Fertilizer Association is made up of
480 members representing some 1100 plants scattered all over
the United States. Its association rival is the American
Plant Food Council with approximately 40 members but nearly
the same size if measured by tonnage output. Among the mem-
bers of the former Association, there are 30 farm co-operatives,
many of which are very powerful.^
The Association tells the farmer that their product
is the cheapest he buys, that for every dollar he spends for
fertilizer, he gets back ^3 or $6 in greater production and
better quality crops. It tells the farmer that wider use of
fertilizer has increased the output per acre 20^; to emphasize
^"Fertilizer Fight", Business Week
^
Oct. 5, 1946, p. 36.
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what this means, the Association states that without using
modern fertilizer methods, the American farmer would have
to spend an additional billion dollars to farm an extra
78,000 square miles of crops which is equivalent to the com-
bined areas of Iowa, New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts,
and Delaware. To answer the demand for lower prices, the
Association states that since 1914, the prices of fertili-
zers have gone up only 1/4th as much as have all equipment
and commodities purchased by farmers. In this same period,
the plant food value of fertilizers has increased 35^*^
The Association publishes pamphlets from time to
time devoted to the industry as a whole and also a bi-monthly
periodical called the "Fertilizer Review"
,
the purpose of
which is to advance agriculture through a wider and better
use of fertilizer. It attempts to reach this goal by dis-
seminating useful and up-to-date information on fertilizers
to farmers, the farm press, county. State and Federal workers,
and the fertilizer industry.
Characteristics of the Superphosphate Fertilizer Industry
.
A complete fertilizer plant is made up of three
units - an acid department, a superphosphate department, and
a mixing department. Sulfuric acid is made in the acid de-
partment to be used in the superphosphate department. Phos-
^"Fertilizer Fight", Business Week
,
Oct. 5, 1946, p, 36.
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phate rock is ground and mixed with the acid in the latter
department; the mixture is put into a concrete "den" and is
left there until the chemical reaction of the acid on the
rock is complete. In the dry-mixing department, the super-
phosphate is mixed with other fertilizers according to the
particular ratio desired in the formula.^
The main types of fertilizer plants can be descri-
bed in terms of these departments. The first type is the
acid-making plant which has all three departments. The sec-
ond type is the superphosphate plant which buys the acid it
needs and has superphosphate and dry-mixing departments. The
third type is the dry-mixing plant which buys its superphos-
2
phate and mixes it with other fertilizer materials. Out of
a total of 913 fertilizer plants in the U. S. in 1938, there
were 98 acid-making plants with the three departments, 93
superphosphate plants with the two departments, and 722 dry-
5
mixing plants with only the mixing department.-^
Number of establishments and distribution.
The regional distribution of normal superphosphate
fertilizer plants is shov/n for various years from 1940 on
Morris, E.B. "Hours and Earnings in the Fertilizer Industry,
January, 1943", Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of
Labor, 19^3, p. 2.
^Ibid. p. 2.
5
"Fertilizer Factories-Location and Capacity", Fertilizer Review ,
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in table 3* The increasing demand for phosphate fertilizer
has resulted in a large increase in the number of establish-
ments making normal superphosphate. Thus the number of such
plants has increased from 14-5 plants in 1940 to 191 in 1948.
The distribution of these plants by states in 1945 is shown
in table 4. (See also Exhibit 1, p. 22, for location of
plants in 1946).
The production of normal superphosphate by farm
cooperatives has increased rapidly. The number of establish-
ments run by these organizations has increased from one in
1940 to eleven in 1948. Six plants are in the East North
Central area, two in the South Atlantic, and one each in
















































REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OP PLANTS MANUPAC‘TURING ORDINARY SUPER-
PHOSPHATE AWD (OR) WET-MIXED BASE, CALENDAR YEARS 1940 & 1945-48.
(The data relate only to plants that operated or are expected
to operate in the year indicated.)
Region^ 1940^ 1945^ 1946"^ 1947 1948^
New England 3 4 4 4 4
Middle Atlantic 15 14 14 14 15
South Atlantic 59 68 69 71 72
East North Central. 28 30 33 36 4^
West North Central 0 2 2 6 8
South Central 38 38 39 42 45
Western 2 3 3 3 3
United States 145 159 164 176 191
^See Table 1 for the States comprising the regions*
^Data from Jacob (12).
^Data compiled by the Bureau of the Census.
“^Data from Watkins, (27), plus two additional plants (one in
Georgia and one in Ohio) which were omitted from Watkins’ list.




"Phosphate Pertilizer Progress", Pertilizer
Review
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The niimber of plants manufacturing concentrated
superphosphate decreased from eight in 1940 to seven in
1947* Among the seven in the latter year, two are located
in Tennessee and one each in Alabama, Florida, Montana, New
Jersey, and South Carolina. Five of these plants manufactured
the fertilizer with phosphoric acid made by adding sulfuric
acid to phosphate rock and one (TVA) made it with phosphoric
acid by the electric-furnace process. The other manufactured
the fertilizer by using furnace-process ’’spent" acid from an
industrial operation. Nearness to sources of acid, electric
power, and phosphate rock supplies is an important factor in
the location of concentrated superphosphate plants. Two new
plants in Florida are scheduled for completion in 1949*^
Output
.
During the early years of the manufacture of super-
phosphate, bones were used as a raw material to a consider-
able extent and this was a limiting factor in the output of
this fertilizer material.
The use of phosphate rock as a source of superphos-
phate aided production considerably enabling world output to
exceed 1,000,000 tons by 1882 and to reach 10,000,000 tons in
1910. An output of 12,469,000 was attained in 1913 before
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Table 4,

















































































(1) Production in these States cannot be shown without
disclosing operations of individual establishments# Arkansas,
Missouri and Texas accounted for California, Idaho, and
Michigan 3^; and Maine, New York and Pennsylvania, 3^*
Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S# Department of Commerce
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tons for the next six years. After the v/ar, the trend was
again upward to 17,153,000 tons in 1930. World War II caused
output to decline in many countries due to the diversion of
raw materials to other uses, and to shortages of equipment.^
Production in the United States .
The production of superphosphate for various years
from 1880 through 1946 is shown in Exhibit 2. The percent of
total United States production for each state in 1945 is
shown in Table 4. According to this table, the percent of
total production of Georgia which had the largest number of
plants was 12, v/hereas the percent of Maryland which had only
5 plants was the highest with 17.
Production in Foreign Countries .
The production of superphosphate in thousand metric
tons of some of the leading producing countries in 1939 was
as follows: Japan - 1,875, Russia - 1,600, Italy - 1,406,
Prance - 1,175, Australia - 982, Spain - 687, Germany - 625,
United Kingdom and Eire - 564, The Netherlands - 545, New
Zealand - 424, Denmark - 388, Sweden - 318, and Belgiimi - 208.^
Conditions of Fertilizer Industries in Western Europe Today.
Since superphosphate was not a direct war material,
the Industry managed to escape excessive destruction in Western
^Gray, A.N., Phosphates and Superphosphates (Interscience Pub-
lishers, Inc., London, 1943), p* 265.
^Ibld, pp. 262, 263*
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Europe, However, production was hampered because phosphate
rock had to be imported in most areas and also because sul-
furic acid was diverted to war uses. Postwar production
has also been kept back, but the situation is being improved
by increasing supplies of phosphate rock from North Africa.
Before the war, European industries used a great deal of
basic slag, a byproduct of the steel industry, but supplies
of this material have fallen greatly du© to the low activity
of the steel industry in Europe. Germany was the hardest
hit of all the countries in this area and it will probably
take some time before the industry can recover. Production
in the United Kingdom has increased steadily since the end
of the war surpassing prewar output, Belgium and The Nether-
lands have made a good recovery, and Italy is gradually ap-
proaching prewar figures, A comparison of prev/ar and post-
war production and consumption of phosphates is made in
Table 5.^
Conditions in Russia and Japan ,
Even though the fertilizer plants of Russia were
damaged considerably during the war, a great deal of the equip-
ment was evacuated and rebuilt in the Moscow area. Production
has progressed slowly but according to the Soviet press, a
100^ increase for superphosphate over the prewar level is
^Horner, C,K.
,
"Fertilizer Industries Today in War-Racked
Western Europe," Reprint from Foreign Commerce Weekly , U.S,
Department of Commerce, June lA, 1947, PP« 1-5
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phosphate and superphosphate in
wet base goods. Figures for years
prior to 1925 based on estimates
by Jacob and Shelton, for 1925 to
1941 on Monthly Census figures
Exhibit 2




WORLD PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OP FERTILIZER PHOSPHATES,
PREWAR AND POSTV/AR^





















Austria, 7 13 neg. 1 9 31
Belgium-Luxemburg 253 85 120 85 265 95
Prance 374 348 , 212 .217 441 450
Germany 630 692 5 132 ^136 175 688
Italy 205 218 30 30 222 267,
Netherlands 88 103 65 50 157 144^
United Kingdom 122 165 308 371 351 387
Total Western Europe 1,679 1,624 867 890 1,620 2,062
Other War-Zone Countries 715 776 215 244 470 652
Other Countries 1,311 1,398 1,968 1 ,983 2,193 2,626
World total 3,705 3,798 3,050 3 ,117 4,283 5,540
^Average for 3 fertilizer years, 1936-37 to 1938-39, V7as generally
used*






















The fertilizer industry of Japan is in a very
critical condition. It has been faced with shortages of
raw materials, fuel, and equipment for repairs since the
war, and the occupation authorities have announced that
funds will be made available for loans to 17 companies for
repairs and conversion of facilities.^
Horner, C.K.
,
"Fertilizer Industries in Japan and Northern
and Eastern Europe”, Reprint from Foreign Commerce Weekly ,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Sept, l5
,
1947, pp. 1-3 •
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Chapter 3
Raw Materials of Superphosphate Fertilizer,
Phosphate Rock ,
Phosphate rock now is the principal source of phos-
phorus in fertilizers. The rock deposits are classified rough-
ly as (1) residual, (2) replacement, and (3) sedimentary. Re-
sidual phosphates, e,g,
,
Tennessee brown phosphate, are deri-
ved from beds of phosphatic limestone. Replacement phosphates,
e,g.
,
Florida soft rock phosphates, are phosphatized limestones,
made by the action of phosphorus of organic origin on limestone.
Sedimentary deposits, probably of marine organisms, are the
main deposits; the chief varieties in the United States are
(1) Florida land pebble, (2) Florida hard rock, and (3) river
pebble,^
Sedimentary deposits occur in irregular pockets of
many sizes imbedded in sand or clay. The workable deposits
contain from 18 to 9®^ (usually above 60^) of tricalcium phos-
phate, known to the trade as BPL (bone phosphate of lime).
The impurities in domestic phosphate rock are calcite, magne-
site, dolomite, sand, clay, organic matter, and oxides of iron,
aluminxam, and silicon. The rock varies in color from white
Corner, C.K,, "Phosphate Rock and Superphosphate", Industrial
Reference Service, Chemicals, Drugs, and Pharmaceuticals, U,S,
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to coal black and when ground, is very similar to sand in
appearance,
^
World Phosphate Development ,
In 1845, low-grade mineral phosphates were dis-
covered in England and Prance, and in 1865, these were put
to agricultural use through the efforts of Beaumont and Lie-
big, In 1867, the superior South Carolina phosphate deposits
were discovered, resulting in the development in the U,S,,
from that time on, of the world's largest superphosphate in-
2dustry.
In 1888, production of river pebble began in Flori-
da in the most important phosphate deposits yet discovered
in the world and continued through 1914, Florida rock quickly
became the most important phosphate in the world market due
to the proximity to the largest consiaming region of the coun-
try as well as to coastal ports for foreign shipments. The
mining of hard rock began in 1889, soft phosphate in 1890,
and land pebble in 1891. Hard rock and land pebble have been
mined continuously to the present, whereas soft phosphate has
been mined only at inregular intervals. Production of rock
in this state started at 813 long tons in 1888, and by 1899,
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the 2,000,000 mark, and in 1923, a peak of 3,369,384 tons was
reached*^
In 1893, the mining of the blue-rock phosphate de-
posits of Tennessee began, and in 1895, brown-rock deposits
came into production. Both of these rocks have been mined
continuously to this day. Prom 1898 to 1915, white-rock de-
posits have been produced intermittently, Tennessee produc-
tion rose from 19,000 long tons in 1894 to a maximum of
825,099 in 1937.^
In 1906, the huge deposits of the Rocky Mountains
were first used when a mine was opened in Idaho, These de-
posits are located in parts of Idaho, Utah, Montana, and Wyo-
ming and consist of our largest reserve of phosphate rock.
High freight rates is the limiting factor which prevents the
extensive development of the Western field,
^
The total known world reserve is estimated at around
28,87 billion tons, containing approximately 7 billion tons of
^2^5* phosphate rock reserve in the United States is estima-
ted at 14,89 billion tons, or 51.5^ of the total world supply.
The remainder is mostly in Russia and North Africa, The phosphate
rock supply of the United States is distributed as follows: Florida,
38.2^; Tennessee, 1,5^; Western States (Idaho, Montana, Utah,
^"World Phosphate Development", Fertilizer Review, July-August,
1938, pp, lA, 15.
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and Wyoming), 60,1%; and other states (Arkansas, Kentuclcy,
and South Carolina), 0,2%,^
There are unlimited resources in Algeria, North
Africa, These were first mined on a small scale in 1889,
and by 1935 production had risen to 603,835 tons. Due to
the extensive deposits in this region, the amount produced
each year is determined solely by market demand. The avail-
able deposits in North Africa are estimated to be approxi-
mately 460,000,000,000 metric tons, including both high
and low-grade rock,^
In 1899, mining of the huge deposits of the French
province of Tunis began. Production rose from 65,209 metric
tons in 1899 to an all-time high of 3,326,000 tons in 1930.
The total production of Algeria, Tunis, and Morocco is ex-
ported. In 1930, 5,951,655 tons was produced in these three
provinces, - 1,846,647 tons in Algeria, 1,779,008 in Morocco,
and 3,326,000 tons in Tunis - as compared with a total of
3,989,214 tons in the U.S,^
Progress in the mining and Processing of Phosphate Rock,^
’ffhen the land deposits of South Carolina were first
^"Fertilizers and Lime in the United States”, #586, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, 1946, pp® 46, 47.
^"World Phosphate Development", Fertilizer Review, July-August,
1938, p. 15.
^"Progress in Mining and Processing of Phosphate Rock", Fer-
tilizer Review
,
July-August, 1938, pp. 12, 13.
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mined in 1868, the methods used were very primitive. Over-
lying soil was removed by pick, shovel and wheelbarrow. The
rock in the form of large boulders was also removed by hand,
cleaned of as much soil as possible
,
and placed in the open
to be dried by sun and air. The boulders were then put on
piles of cordwood which were burned to dry the rock complete-
ly, As the demand for phosphate rock increased, railroad
tracks were built to the deposits, and the overlying soil
was taken away by horse-drawn plows and scrapers. Water
for washing purposes was supplied by pumps and pipes, and
several types of mechanical dryers were installed.
When the Florida deposits were first mined, one
new step, screening, was added to the above process. This
was necessary, because the rock in this area was in a pebble-
like form of varying fineness and was imbedded in a sticky
mixture of clay and sand. Washing on the screens removed
the clay and sand, but since fine phosphate particles were
also washed away in the screening process
,
the recovery of
phosphate was often very low.
When it was realized that the Florida deposits were
rich and unlimited, expansion of facilities occurred. Cen-
tral washing plants were set up. Overlying soil was dug out
by steam shovels, drag lines, or by hydraulic methods. The
sticky clay and sand clinging to the phosphate pebbles was
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washed down and pumped to the washer, or it was removed by-
drag line buckets and taken to the central washing plant.
After the surface deposits were exhausted, more
and more overlying soil had to be removed for each ton of
phosphate, and therefore bigger steam shovels and drag-lines
were brought into use. The overlying soil was moved by drag-
line excavators, costing !%200,000 (in 1938) and handling
2.500.000 to 3,000,000 tons of rock annually, a distance of
200 feet or more in drag-line buckets of around 10 cubic
yards capacity, and at an operating cost of less than 2
cents per yard. With this equipment, phosphate deposits
under 30 to 40 feet of overburden can be dug economically,
whereas a few years before, the economically minable depth
was 10 to 15 feet. To recover one ton of marketable rock,
a total of 15 to 18 tons of material has to be handled - 5
to 6 tons of sand, clay, and pebble, and 10 to 12 tons of
overlying soil.
When the consumer began to demand a drier, cleaner,
and more uniform product, the v/ashing and drying processes
had to be improved. More washing equipment and finer screens
were introduced to obtain a higher grade of rock and to re-
cover more of the phosphate. More water was used to wash the
rock, and the amount needed for each ton of phosphate is now
4.000 gallons.
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Since the rock had to be ground finely in order
to produce a good superphosphate product, the phosphate had
to be drier, and therefore rotary direct heat driers using
powdered coal or oil were introduced#
The Tennessee phosphate rock industry has devel-
oped very similarly to that of Florida. Hydraulic mining
cannot be used due to the character of the deposit and the
topography of the region. The rock is in the form of sand
and plates stuck with clay. Originally, forks lifted the
coarse plates, allowing the finer substance to sift through,
and then the plate -rock was dried on cordwood fires. Later,
washing and drying plants were built, and drag lines and
steam shovels were brought into use in the mine pits. Gigs,
classifiers, vibrating screens, and oscillating tables were
introduced to help recover more phosphate in the screening
process and to improve the grade of the rock.
In 1925
,
U.S. Patent #1,547,732 was issued to
Broadbridge and Edser, covering the separation of phosphate
from sand by the flotation process. In this process, a wet
mixture of fine rock and sand is treated in an alkaline solu
tion, with fuel oil and a soap-forming reagent, e.g. a fatty
acid; the phosphate particles are then covered with oil and
soap films, but the sand peirticles do not become covered.
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attracted to these films, stick on to the phosphate particles
and float them while the sand settles at the bottom of the
container. By this process, recovery of the phosphate is
very high, amounting to at least 9b%, The grade of the pro-
duct is also better than the former material obtained by
using the screening process. It has also been found possible
by using this process to rework old discarded phosphate dumps,
thereby adding many years to the life of our deposits.
The phosphate mining industry has shown remarkable
progress smd efficiency, and as a result of many improvements
in the methods and processes of mining the rock, costs have
been lowered steadily and prices have been lowered in propor-
tion.
Production in the United States .
The total mined production of phosphate rock in
the United States is shown in Table 6.
Table 6.













1937 . 3,479..'>Hk 042. m 139. ti70 4,20.1,410 m2 2, 9X4, .503 1,.508, 102 2*10, 273 4, SIS, 9.3S
19:« .. 2, 722. 927 999. .Wl 137. 3. m). 476 1943 3, 274, 20ti 1,I99<,407 227,294 5, ;ir.9, 90T
1939... 2. 1. 570 1.39,040 3.9S7, 970 I1M4 . 3, 4Wi, 4X2 1,413. 240 .3(KI. 274 5, 2<K), OOi
1940 .. 2. 7a2. 9.'i« 1. 120, 551 im.570 4, 077 hH.S 3.H14.935 1. 2ti0. H49 323, 9.55 5. 399. 7:»
1941 . 3,417,900 1.301.0fi7 20;i, 2IG 4. 922, lts.3 ' 1940 . 5, 2a0, 402 1, 310. 107 572, XIO 7, lOS. S3e
Includes small >iuanlj(y of apalito from VirKiiiia and in 19:j» small quantity of phosiihate rock from
^otith f'arolina. Includes in IWfiM.'t some matrix of washer gra<le.
Source; Johnson, B, L. & Tucker, E. M., "Phosphate Rock",
Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook, 1946, p. 3.
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Production rose steadily from 1937 to 1946, and
a new record was made in 1947, with total mined production
jumping nearly 2,000,000 tons, from 7,168,839 in 1946 to
9,121,081 tons. The marketed production of domestic phos-
phate from 1900 to 1946 is shown graphically in Exhibit 3*
Prom 1940 on, there was a very rapid rise in production.
Exhibit 3*
Source: Op. Cit, (Table 6.) p.l.
Consumption.
Apparent consumption of phosphate rock rose stea
dily from 1942 to 1947, as is shown in Table 7*
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Year Long Tons Year Long Tons
1942 47119,289 1545 5,457,64s
1943 4,814,727 1946 6,287,112
1944 5,061,924 1947 7,445,948
194? figure obtained from Mineral Market Report #l6'42
,
"Phos-
phate Rock Industry of the United States in 1947"* Bureau
of Mines.
Source: Op. cit. (Table 6.) p.4*
Prices of Phosphate Rock .
The price of phosphate rook varies with the per-
centage of tricalcium phosphate or BPL (bone phosphate of
lime) present. Buyer and seller agree through a contract
on the specification of rock and if the rock analyzes more
than the base grade
,
the buyer has to pay a premium for it
to the seller, and if it runs below, the seller has to pay
the premrom. The rock is usually priced in dollars per
long ton except for Tennessee ground rock which is based on
the short ton (2,000 Ibs.).^
There has been a wide fluctuation in the price of
phosphate rock as is evidenced in Exhibit 4* Since 1925,
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roughly $3 and $3 *70,
Fif. 5. Average price of domestic marketed production of phosphate rock.
I88I.I943.
Exhibit 4 »
Source: Johnson, B.L., "Economic Factors in the United
States Phosphate Industry", Reprint from Mining and Metal-
lurgy
,
October, 1944, p. 6.
Exports and Imports *
Export trade has played a very important part in the
United States phosphate rock industry. Our exports of rock
were large, with an average of 1,222,000 tons per year during
1935 to 1939. Most of this went to Europe and Japan as is
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phate deposits. The United States is faced with increasing
competition in its export trade in Europe from the North Afri-
can deposits, which are very much nearer to Europe. Imports of
phosphate rock in the United States are very small (See Exhibit 5)
Exhibit 5.
Source: "Fertilizers and Lime in the United States", #586,
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Sulfuric Acid .
The fertilizer manufacturers are the largest pro-
ducers of this acid. About 30% of the domestic production
of sulfuric acid was used by the fertilizer industry in
1941. The principal uses were 2 1/2 million tons (basis
50° Baume) in the production of superphosphate fertilizer
and 960,000 tons in the manufacture of ammonium sulfate.
The acid used in the superphosphate manufacture came from
three sources - approximately 30^ as a by-product of copper
and zinc smelting, 10^ as spent acid from petroleum or chemi-
cal industries, and 60^ as virgin acid from sulfur,^
Sulfur .
Sulfur is the principal material used for the manu-
facture of sulfuric acid. The main so'orces of sulfur in the
United States are in Louisiana and Texas, Sicily has the
most important deposits outside of this country. The sulfur
lies from 600 to 1100 feet below the surface and the deposits
average 125 feet. The Prasch process is used to bring it to
the sijrfa^e from the deposits. This process consists essen-
tially of forcing heated water under pressure dovfli 6 inch
casings into the deposit. The sulfur is then melted and
forced upward through a 3 inch casing strung inside the outer
6 inch one. Fertilizer manufacturers buy the sulfur from
^"Fertilizers and Lime in the U.S.", #586, U.S. Department of
Agriculture, 1946, p. 10.
^Riegel, E.R.
.
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producers, such as the Texas Gulf and Freeport Sulfur Com-
panies, which own the richest sulfur reserves in the world,
because it is not economically feasible for them to mine
their own due to the heavy capital expenditures necessary
for equipment and materials.
Chamber process for making sulfuric acid .
Sulfirric acid can be made either by the chamber
process or by the contact process. In the chamber process,
the acid is made weak, around 10%
^
whereas in the contact
process, 100^ acid is produced. Even though the chamber
process is losing ground to the contact process, with res-
pect to production tonnage, it is still maintained because
its product is pure enough and concentrated enough for the
manufacture of superphosphate fertilizer.
In order zo make sulfuric acid by the chamber pro-
cess, there are needed: (a) special burners for the sulfur;
(b) a Glover tower; (c) a set of lead chambers; (d) one or
more Gay-Lussac towers; (e) and several auxiliary devices.
The process of manufacture by this process as seen
by the author at the American Agriculture Chemical Company
in North Weymouth, Mass, in 1943 is as follows: sulfur ob-
tained from Texas is lifted on to a platform balance mechani-
cally by an elevator and is weighed to the right amount to
be used. It is then mechanically fed through a hopper into
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two large Glens Pall burners, which are long, cylindrical
steel drums with the long axis nearly horizontal, rotating
at the rate of 1 revolution every 2 minutes. About 1 ton
of sulfur per hour or a total of 48,000 pounds per day are
fed into each bujrner, where the sulfnjr is melted. A regu-
lated stream of primary air passes over the sulfur, sweep-
ing the combustion gases into a brick combustion chamber,
a tall cylindrical tower set upright ( temperature in this
chamber is 1^00° P. )
.
Secondary air is admitted between
the burners and the combustion chambers to insure complete
combustion of the sulfur*. At this point, sulfur dioxide
and nitre gas is produced by the reaction of oxygen on sul-
fur. The gases then pass through a long kiln where they
are cooled to 250° P, The process so far is seen more clear
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Some of the gases go to the solution tower and
some to the Glover tower. In the solution tower, sodium
nitrate and sulfuric acid are added to replace the loss
of oxides of nitrogen; nitric acid is formed by the combi-
nation of these two chemicals. The hot gases from the kiln
rise up the tower and the sodiimi nitrate and sulfuric acid
go down the tower with water sprays, nitrogen dioxide gas
being formed in the process. The other gases from the kiln
pass to the bottom of the Glover tower, v;hich is a low rec-
tangular box made of sheet lead and supported by an outer
steel frame and is filled with quartz or coke. Concentrated
sulfuric acid, containing oxides of nitrogen as nitrous
fumes, is pumped from the Gay Lussac tower to the top of
the Glover tower; it is diluted by water sprays and chamber
acid and flows down to meet the rising gases. The nitrogen
oxides escape from the diluted acid, and mixing with the
sulfur dioxide are carried into the lead chambers. At the
same time, the hot gas from the burners concentrates the
acid in the tower and is itself cooled to a temperature suit-
able for the reactions in the lead chambers. The nitre gas
combines with the Glover gas, and these go through a draft
pipe to the lead chambers.
These lead chambers are very large rooms made of
sheet lead, supported on an outer frame of v/ood. The dimen-
n I
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sions of one of the chambers was approximately 25 feet wide,
28 feet high, and 66 feet long. Part of the gases go through
3 chambers in a series, and the rest go through 3 others para-
llel to the first; then they combine and go through the last
2 chambers in a series. The reaction is very slow and it
occurs in the gaseous phase in which heat is dissipated; there-
fore, these large chambers have to be used to allow room for
the reaction to occur. The reaction occurs much faster in
the first chamber and then cools down in the other chambers,
because it is much hotter in the first room. Water sprays
are used in each chamber.
The lead in the chambers has to be replaced every
15 to 30 years, the hot chambers needing replacement twice as
often as the cold ones. The strength of the acid is tested
at the #8 chamber, where there is a hole through which the
sulfuric acid drips into a hydrometer, graduated in Baume de-
grees. The sulfuric acid is formed in the chambers by a num-
ber of reactions; nitrogen oxide is mixed with oxygen, form-
ing nitrogen dioxide, which is combined with sulfur dioxide
resulting in sulfur trioxide - the latter compound then is
mixed with water forming sulfuric acid; another reaction which
occurs is the mixing of sulfur* dioxide, nitrogen oxide, nitro-
gen dioxide, water, and oxygen forming nitrosyl sulfuric acid,
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acid collects at the bottom of the lead chambers, contain-
ing about 60 to 65^ sulfuric acid. If there isn’t enough
water, nitrosyl sulfuric acid collects on the walls in the
form of frost-like crystals.
The gases from the last lead chamber (#8) pass
to the Gay Lussac tower which recovers the oxides of nitro-
gen from these gases. The tower is made of lead supported
by an outer steel frame and is filled with lumps of quartz,
graduated in size, the largest on the bottom. It is a
round tower approximately 70 feet high and 13 feet wide.
Cold concentrated acid from the bottom of the Glover tower
flows down the Gay Lussac tower, and the gases from the
lead chambers rise in the tower. The acid dissolves the
nitrogen oxides and allows other gases to escape. Absorp-
tion is never perfect; there is a small but constant loss
of oxides of nitrogen which is made good by the addition
of sulfuric acid and sodium nitrate in the solution tower.
The Gay Lussac acid is then pumped back up to the top of
the Glover tower. There were 3 G-ay Lussac towers in use in
this plant.
Pumps are used to handle the acid. When the amount
collected in the bottom of the chambers is sufficient, it is
pumped to storage tanks, the capacity of which are 10 - 15,000
tons. Here the acid is made uniform by diluting to the right
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concentration, and then It Is pumped wherever needed, e.g,,
to the fertilizer room where it is weighed and mixed with
a charge of phosphate rock*
The labor requirements for the sulfuric acid sta-
tion are very small: one man is needed to bring the sulfur
to the hopper feeding the burners, and another man is re-
quired for supervision and testing*
Approximately 800 tons of sulfuric acid (50*^
Baume) was made per week. One third of the acid (ranging
from 56° - 60° Baume) was sold to other industrial users
such as textile factories* The process can be seen more
clearly in Exhibit 7.
The production of acid by fertilizer manufactu-
rers Sind the wholesale price at the fertilizer works is
shown in Table 8
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1942 16.50 ... —
•
1943 16.50
1944 16.50 ... ...




Survey of Current Business, Supplementary :
The wholesale price of the acid has not varied
too much from 1927 to 1946, and from 1938 on, it has
remained the same at §16.50 per short ton.
The estimated distribution of sulfuric acid con-
sumed in the United States for fertilizers was 2,500,000
tons in 1943, 2,620,000 tons in 1944 and 2,800,000 tons
in 1945.1
1
"Sulfuric Acid", Chemical and Metallurgical Enp:ineering ,





Processes of Production of Superphosphate




Laboratory tests are made on the phosphate rock,
most of which comes from Florida, in order to get the pro-
per ratio of sulfuric acid that is going to be used for
this particular rock. The phosphate is then ground finely
in a Bradley Mill so that it may be acted on more quickly
and completely by the sulfuric acid. The mill has a large
iron ring with three rolls which rotate
,
pulverizing the
rock; it grinds about 88-90^ of the material and its capa-
city is 5 1/2 tons of material per hour. Fineness is ob-
tained by the use of a screen of 12 to 1^ mesh in the mill,
through which the rock passes.
The gro^und rock is taken up to the second floor
automatically by an elevator where the batch process takes
place. A charge of "”ock is weighed out by an operator who
waits until the system is balanced by the use of large weights;
if more rock is needed to balance the weights, a long lever
is moved, letting more rock fall on to the platform until
the correct weight is reached. The necessary amount of sul-
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acid are mixed in a two-ton mixer, which is a cast-iron re-
volving pan about 8 feet in diameter and 2 1/2 feet deep,
with stirrers inside the pan; the mixer rotates at a rate
of 4 1/4 revolutions per minute and mixes about 20 batches
per hour. Thorough mixing is necessary to get a complete
reaction and maximum yield of available P205 . The weighed
charges are agitated for 2 to 3 minutes and the mass begins
to stiffen. A lever then lifts a steel plug in the center
of the mixer, and the mass is ejected through a center dis-
charge opening by a scraper into a concrete den belov/. The
plug is put into place again and the pan is ready for ano-
ther charge. The mass remains in the den for 24 hours to
insure a complete reaction, a rise in temperature resulting
in the den from the reaction. Gases are evolved as the re-
action proceeds. Carbon dioxide and hydrogen fluoride gases
are given off, making the rock porous; carbon dioxide re-
sults from the action of the acid on limestone (calcium car-
bonate) impurity in the rock, while the hydrogen fluoride
originates in the calcium fluoride present in the rock..
The volume of the dens is 30 cubic feet, and the
capacity is 300 tons of rock. After a 24 hour period, the
mass is drilled out and removed by conveyors and bucket ele-
vators to the storage piles, where the superphosphate is
allowed to cure for 4 to 10 weeks so that further reaction
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of free acid on unchanged portions of the rock can take place.
During this time, water evaporates and after this curbing per-
iod, a spongy, non-hygroscopic product results. Only .6^ of
the product is insoluble and it breaks very easily when han-
dled.
The cured superphosphate is now made into the com-
plete fertilizer. Different materials are added to the su-
perphosphate and mixed by a cement mixer. The amounts added
depend on the kind of fertilizer the company wants to make.
The following materials are added: nitrogen compounds - a
40^ solution of ammonium nitrate and ammonium hydroxide is
sprayed into the superphosphate for 10 minutes; dolomite as
a source of magnesium - the combination of magnesium oxide
and the superphosphate makes the fertilizer a water-soluble
product; agranite tankage as a source of organic nitrogen -
leather scraps and other protein materials are digested with
steam and sulfuric acid and added to the superphosphate; po-
tassium chloride is added as a source of potassium in the fer-
tilizer; ammonium sulfate, a by-product from gas works, and
manganese sulfate are also added. All these materials are
mixed together in a cement mixer, and then the mixture is
taken to piles and allowed to cure for 1 to 2 months, be-
cause the stuff is "hot". After this ciuring, this superphos-
phate of lime, containing about 16-18^ ^2^5 > which makes up
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most of the matter in the fertilizer, is taken to the bag
mill. There, it is passed through screens to break any
lumps, and then it is weighed and put in bags at a bagging
mill. A plus or minus 1/2 pound short or overweight error
is allowed on a 100 pounds of fertilizer. The mill can
bag about 12 tons of material per hour, using paper bags.
When burlap bags were used, the machine could bag up to 20
tons per hour. A new type of mill in use was one which
blew the fertilizer into the 2 holes on top of the bag,
and when the bag was full, the machine automatically closed
the holes, only paper bags can be used in this machine. The
fertilizer is now ready for shipping or storing.
The process is shown diagramatically in Exhibit
11. A by-product of sodium fluosilicate
,
used for porcel-
ain and glass making and also for rat poison is made at the
plant (see Exhibit 8.).
Laboratory tests are made not only on the raw ma-
terials but also on the batched materials and finished pro-
duct to see that the product is conforming to specifications.
Description of a Standard Plant .
^
The operation of the Sturtevant Fertilizer Plant,
the design of which is shown in Exhibit 9, is as follows:
A power shovel (1) takes out phosphate rock from
railroad box cars and puts it into a swing sledge mill (2)
which breaks up the rock to 1-inch size and smaller. The
iRautenstrauch, Walter, "Design of Manufacturing Enterprises"
(Pitman Co., 1941) pp. 138-142.
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rock then goes to an elevator (3) which takes it to the
silo (4); there is a tunnel under the silo, the top of
which holds the rock in storage. The rock is taken from
the sides of the tunnel by gates (5) and put on a belt con-
veyor (6) which moves it to the elevator (7) and this fills
the bin (8).
The rock drops down from the bin by gravity, con-
trolled by a gate, into a ring-roll mill (9) which grinds
the rock; then it is discharged into an elevator (10) which
takes the material to an air-separator (11). The fine ma-
terial is separated by this machine from the coarse rock,
which drops through a chute (13) to the ring-roll mill
again to be reground. The fine phosphate falls into a
screw conveyor (12) and is taken to a dust storage bin (14).
The fine dust is removed by a dust-collectirig sys-
tem which has a filter (15), exhaust fan (16) and piping (17);
the dust which is collected in the filter is discharged into
a dust bin. Beneath this bin there is a screw conveyor (18)
which takes the dust to another elevator (19) and this dumps
the dust into a screw conveyor (20); the latter machine keeps
the scale hoppers (21) full of dust. Clogging which v/ill in-
terrupt the smooth flow required for accurate weighing is pre-
vented by using small hoppers over the automatic scales (22).
These hoppers are always kept full and surplus dust is taken
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back to the dust bin by another screw conveyor (23) and
chute.
Acid is kept in a tank (24) over the acid scales
( 25 )
.
Two levers are moved by the operator - one for acid
and one for dust, and after the charges are weighed auto-
matically, they are carried into a mixer (26) which mixes
the two materials. The charge is now dumped into a den.
After the den is filled, the material inside sets
for 15 minutes, and then the sides (28) are loosened, the
door (28A) is lifted, and the cutting and aerating machine
(29) starts. This mechanism puts the fine phosphate shav-
ings onto pan conveyors (30) which run along parallel to
the sides of the den and carry the phosphate into a pit (31)
ready for the crane.
Gases from the chemical reaction in the den go
through a duct (32) into a dry fume chamber (33), where a
lot of the solids are deposited, the rest going through a
wooden exhauster fan (34) which pushes these gases into
water sprayed compartments of a chamber (35)« The cleaned
and scrubbed air goes out of a flue (36), and the water pass-
es out through a pipe (37).
A grab bucket (38) run by a crane (39) picks up
the sliced and aerated phosphate and puts it in a storage
pile.
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Por bag shipments, the superphosphate is put in
a hopper (40), filler in another hopper (41), and the weights
of these materials are controlled by scales below the hop-
pers (42)o
The superphosphate is milled, screened, and sacked
by a shipping unit (4-3). Unit (44) on the other side of the
plant is operated similarly to unit (43) but is used for
bulk shipments.
Additional hoppers (45) are used for various mater-
ials needed for making base or complete goods. The crane
fills these hoppers with the materials wanted. Unit (46) is
a basing unit or a mixing and shipping unit for complete ma-
terials. When it is used for basing, the ingredients are
taken back to the main bay by a belt conveyor (47) to be
piled by the crane.
Unit (48) is a shipping machine and is used to
sack and ship complete goods. A crane (49) is used to help
fill the hoppers and to transport and pile the base goods
when made.
The plant essentially consists of 5 main units:
(1) the rock unloading and storing \mit; (2) the rock grind-
ing unit; (3) the dust storage and conveying unit; (4) the
acidulating equipment unit; and (5) the shipping unit.
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Processes for Making Concentrated Superphosphate
The processes for making concentrated superphos-
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The following characteristics of the fertilizer
industry affect the labor situation within the industry:
(1) The fertilizer industry employs for the most
part unskilled workers. Since most of the plants are loca-
ted in the Southern states, a large part of the working
force is made up of Negro laborers who are employed in jobs
with lower skill requirements. Of a total of 10,226 work-
ers in 308 plants studied in 1943, 3,729 were white, earn-
ing an average of per hour
,
and 6,947 were Negro,
earning 150, 459* The Negro workers accounted for 83^ of
the labor force in the South and about 1/3 of the force in
the North. White workers received 12,7 cents more than Ne-
groes in the North and 21,1 cents more per hour in the South,
The average hourly earnings in the North of 113 plants were
^0,765 and in the South of 195 plants were $0,452*^
(2) Most fertilizer plants have few employees.
According to the Census of Manufactures made in 1939, out
of the 764 plants then in the industry, 226 had fewer than
5 wage earners; 274 had from 6 to 20 wage earners; 173 had
from 21 to 50 wage earners; and 91 had 51 or more wage earn-
%orris, E, B,
,
"Hours and Earnings in the Fertilizer Industry,
Jan. 1943 ", #751
,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department




ers. The estimated number of workers in the industry in
March, 1948, according to regions is shown in Table 9*
(3) The industry exhibits wide seasonal varia-
tions as is shown in Table 2, page 26. During the spring
there is a marked peak of activity and a somewhat lesser
peak in the fall, due to the fact that farmers generally
buy their fertilizers just shortly before applying them
to the soil. This has a very marked effect on the labor
force of the industry.
(4) The wage scale in the industry is relative-
ly low as is shown by the fact that in January 1943, 2 * 0%
of the wage earners were paid less than 30 cents an hour,
21^ earned from 30 to 40 cents an hour, while about one-
half of the workers received 47.5 cents per hour. At this
time, the fertilizer industry was subject to the minimum
wage of 30 cents set by the Pair Labor Standards Act. How-
ever, this law affects only those plants engaged in inter-
state commerce and therefore many plants engaged in intra-
state trade paid less than the 30 cents. More than 11^ of
the workers in the intrastate plants in the South earned
less than 30 cents an hour in January 1943*
Average Hourly Earnings .
In March 19^8, the average hourly earnings of
plant workers in the fertilizer industry was 88 cents an
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Table 9





United States 645 32,00®
New England 25 1,025
Middle Atlantic 60 2,250
Border States 75 5,275
Southeast,.- 285 14,425
Great Lakes 75 5,075




^ The regions used in this study include:
New England Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont;
Middle Atlantic , .New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania;
Border States. , .Delaware
,
District of Columbia, Kentucky,
Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia;
Southeast Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi,
North Carolina, South Carolina and
Tennessee
;
Great Lakes Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio and Wisconsin;
Middle V/est Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota and South Dakota;
Southwest Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Texas;
Mountain Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New
Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming;
Pacific California, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.
Includes only establishments with 5 or more employees.
Source: "Wage Stmcture - Fertilizer, 19'*i-8", Series 2,




hour. Most workers made from 65 cents to $1.00 an hour,
although 10^ earned •'*^1.20 or more an hour. The average
wage levels have increased annually during the past dec-
ade and are now more than double the 1939 levels. In
March 19^
,
practically no worker had earnings under 40
cents an hour compared with the 25^ who earned less than
this amount in the mid -war years 1943*^ The average hour-
















Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor.
Wide regional variations in earnings exist in
the industry. Workers in the Southeast and Southwest aver-
aged around 75 cents an hour in March 1948. Those in the










Middle Atlantic and Great Lake regions averaged !^1.07 an
hour, and those in the New England, Middle West, and Bor-
der States averaged 95 cents. About 1/4. of the workers
in the Southeast and the Southwest earned less than 65 cents
an hour and approximately twice as many earned less than 75
cents an hour. Earnings of ^51, 20 an hour were reported in
4 sections; more than l/2 the workers in the Pacific and
Mountain areas, 1/4 in the Middle Atlantic, and 1/5 in the
Great Lakes averaged this amount.^ (See Table 11).
One factor which caused the regional difference
in earnings between the North and South was the lower earn-
ings of Negro workers employed in the lower paid occupations.
A complete picture of the average hourly earnings by region
for each occupation in the industry for Whites and Negroes
is shown in Table 12.
In the spring of 1948, laborers of the industry
showed earnings about 7 or 8^ below the average of all other
plant workers. Maintenance men received the highest earnings
namely an average of i^l.24 per hour, while janitors and watch
men and laborers (including hand truckers and hand shovelers)
received the lowest earnings, approximately 80 cents an hour.
Tractor drivers received 91 cents per hour, truck drivers 96
cents per hour, maintenance helpers .*^1,00 per hour, and fore-
men •'!^1,18 per hour,^
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TIUI/EBER OF WORKERS AND AVERAGE HOURLY EARNINGS IN
FERTILIZER INDUSTRY










United States 10,226 3,279 6,947
1
0 . 0 .'‘feO .725 ^0.459
Acid-Chamber men.
.
153 63 90 .568 .740 .460
Baggers 227 45 182 .521 .622 .498
Bag printers 77 29 48 .518 .608 . ^66
Bag sewers 242 A4 198 .524 .660 .^93
Bag Stowers 149 21 128 .451 .573 .432
Car runners and
conveyor operators 130 23 107 .493 .716 .446
Carpenters 107 96 11 .814 .829 . 1/
Den diggers 242 10 232 .418 1/ .4T59
Dry-mixer opera-
tors 170 52 118 .543 .609 .514
Foremen A96 453 43 .795 .820 .584
Laborers 4,526 1,077 3,449 .529 .735 .461
Maintenance men. .
•
159 145 14 .937 .969 1/
Maintenance men’
s
helpers 84 47 37 .655 .747 .498
Mechanics 118 109 9 .839 .869
Rock Grinders 84 28 56 .557 .749 . 4^2
Scalemen 207 76 131 .462 .547 .414
Shoveler s , hand, . .
,
837 131 706 .459 .636 ,A26
Superphosphate
mixers 114 42 72 .590 .689 .538
Truckers , hand 898 119 779 .A12 .538 .391
Truck and tractor
drivers 267 114 153 .532 .576 .500
Watchmen 308 274 34 .476 .485 .398
Miscellaneous
plant workers.. 631 281 350 .659 .814 .534






Number of workers Averare hourly
earninps
'
Total White Nesro Total White Negro
North 3,106 2,073 1,093 .766 .806 .679
Acid-chamber
men 40 35 5 .916 .924 (*)
Bappers 92 35 57 .684 .688 .rkH2
Bap printers IS 14 4 (•) (>) (>)
Bap sewers 86 3S 48 .710 .694 .724
Bag Stowers 27 12 15 .684 (») {»)
Car runners and
conveyor opera-
tors 42 20 22 .764 .782 .746
Carpenters 39 39 1.002 1.002
Den dippers 44 9 35 .642 (•) .645
Dry-mixer opera-
tors 73 36 37 .722 .606 .749
Foremen 209 201 8 .977 .983 (>)
Laborers 1,419 964 455 .740 .768 .673
Maintenance
workers, miscel-
laneous 72 70 2 1.071 1.081 (•)
Maintenance
men’s helpers 26 17 9 .834 (»)
Mechanics 60 69 1 .929 .633 P)
Rock grinders 28 15 13 .745 (») (>)
Sealemen 36 23 13! .683 .700 («)
Shovelers, hand... 202 116 86 .644 .670 .608
Superphosphate *
mixen n 11 96 .776 P)
Truckers, hand... lee 67 loa to. 696 $0,660 10 659
Truck and tractor
diivexs— 71 46 28 1 .707 -716 .690
Watchmen 102 94 8 . CIS C49 P)
M Iscellaneous
plant workers... 274 1.52 122 .848 .921 .750
South 7,060 1,206 5,8.54 . 4.52 .595 .418
.\eid - chamber
H’pn 113 2S 85 .4CC .543 .442
Ba'rcrrs 135 10 12.5 .41] (•) .413
Bng i)rinter3 59 15 44 . 4.53 (>) .442
Bap sewers 1.56 6 1.50 .420 (>) .420
Bap Stowers 122 9 113 .397 (>) .40?
Car runners and
conveyor or>era-
tors 88 3 a5 .380 {•) .381
Carpenters 68 67 11 .701 .727 P)
Den dippers 198 1 197 .374 (') .374
Dry-mixer opera-
tors 97 16 81 .418 (>) .418
Foremen 287 2.52 35 .6,30 705 .537
Laborers... 3,107 113 2,994 .431 .406 .431
Maintenance
workers, miscel-
laneous 87 76 12 .834 .875 (•)
Maintenance *
men’s helpers... 68 30 28 .549 .654 .4411
Mechanics 60 8 .749 .797
Rock prinders 56 13 43 .472 (>) .407
J*>alcmcn 171 63 118 .416 .480 .388
Shovelers, hand... 635 15 620 .399 (>) .400
Superphosphate 1
roixers 77 31 46 .502 .633 .430
Truckers, hand... 729 62 677 .363 .370 .362
Truck and tractor
drivers 196 68 128 .476 .491 .467|
Watchmen 206 180 26 .391 .400 .322
Miscellaneous
j
plant workers... 357 129 228 .518 .685 .425'
(2) Number of workers too small to justify the
presentation of an average.
Source: Morris, E. B.. "Hours and Earnings in the Fertilizer
Industry, Jan. 1943", ff751, Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S.
Department of Labor, 1943, pp. 9, 10.
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Factors in Earnings Variation ,
Average hoiirly earnings in the fertilizer indus-
try differed considerably according to the size of the com-
munity. The average wages were higher in larger communities
than in the smaller. This is shown in Table 13 where labor-
ers in the largest cities averaged more than a fourth above
those in the smallest cities.
Table 13
AVERAGE HOURLY WAGE IL'iTES (STRAIGHT-TBIE HOURLY EARNKGS) ]/
FOR LABORERS IE FERTILIZER ESTABLISILMENTS BY TYPE OF PUNT
AND SIZE OF COI'^IUNITY, UNITED STATES, MARCH 1948
Size of conmunity






























Comnamities of 25,000 - 100,000 .. 1,952 .82 : 875 .90 :1,329 .71
Comnunities of under 25,000 747 .71 : 876 .71 :4,065
•
.65
1/ Excludes uro?»!lun pay for overtime and night work.
Source: "Wage Structure - Fertilizer, 194-8", Series 2, #66,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, p. 4#
Union establishments had higher wage levels than
non-union concerns, (See Table 14). More than 1/4 of the
workers in the industry were under union contract in 1943*
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Most of these workers were found in California, Florida,
Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Tennessee and Virginia, There is little or no
union organization in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Michi-
gan, New Jersey, North Carolina and South Carolina,^
Table 14
AVERAGE HOURLY WAGE RATES (STRAIGHT-TIME HOURLY EARNINGS) 1/
FOR SELECTED OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS IN FERTILIZER ESTABLISHIvlENTS,




















All occupitlonF 13,041 ;0.97 11, S'* 2 30.76
Selected occupational ctouds
FnrsTnen (uorklng) b6l 1.25 519 1.08
Janitors and watchmen 383 .34 254 .68
Laborers (including hand truckers
nnd hqnd phovelera) 9,344 .88 7,734 .70
Maintenance men l)bl5 1.27 312 1.13
Maintenance helpers 403 1.03 75 .33
Tractor drivers 565 .95 214 .80
Truck drivers 241 1.00 243 .93
1/ Excludes premium pay for overtime and
night work.
Source; "Wage Structure", p. cit,
,
p, 19.
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The main unions are the National Council of Chemi-
cal and Allied Industries Unions, directly affiliated with




United Mine Workers of
America. Over half of the workers under contract are repre-
sented in the former union; about one-third are represented
in the latter. There are many other smaller unions repre-
sented in the industry.^
Method of Wage Payment.
Except for 1 . 5^ of the plant workers in the indus-
try in 1943, wage payments were on a time basis, either hour-
ly, weekly, or monthly. Piece rates applied to 1% of the
workers, and other incentive systems applied to the other
Man-Hours Expended per Ton of Superphosphate.
The man-hoiirs expended per ton of superphosphate
from 1939 "to 1946 is shown in Exhibit 13 .




















MAN-HOURS EXPENDED PER TON FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF SUPERPHOSPHATE
1939 = 100
This trend is determined by a number of factors,
n.amely: changes in equipment, production methods, management
policies, skill and efficiency of the work force, availabil-
ity of materials and others. Total factory man-hours are
)• ^jfcdirixa
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included in the man-hours per ton,^
The increase in man-hours required by the super-
phosphate fertilizer industry were caused mainly by diffi-
cult operating conditions. Superphosphate was affected
much more than other fertilizer materials by the increased
demand for fertilizer in 1943* Since superphosphate plants
were mostly large and mechanized, output was limited by the
capacity of the equipment in the plants. Special equipment
could not be obtained due to war shortages, and maintenance
labor had to be increased a great deal for 24 hour opera-
tion to meet the demand,^
Superphosphate producers claim that production
was expanded by increasing the length of the work day, by
adding more shifts, and by hiring more workers on the exist-
ing shifts. However, it was reported that the longer hours
and extra shifts lowered the average production of each work-
er, and efficiency was lost by overcrowded conditions due to
hiring more workers. The fact that superphosphate manufac-
ture required higher-skilled workers added to the difficulty
of these problems. Suitable on-the-job training could not
be provided due to the pressure for immediate production.
More supervision was required due to the hiring of many in-
^Klayman, M. I.
,
"Trends in Man-Hours Expended Per Ton For
the Manufacture of Selected Types of Fertilizer, 1939 "to
1946 ", Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor,
May 1948, p. 12*
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Yet by 1944, the superphosphate companies had
adjusted themselves to the increased demand caused by the
war, and efficiency began to improve. Some important la-
bor saving equipment such as dens and rock grinding devices
which greatly increased output per worker were made avail-
able to the industry, and this helped the situation con-
siderably.^
After the end of the war in 1945, production of
fertilizers was reduced, the largest reduction being made
in the superphosphate companies, and this caused a high
rate of labor turnover with man-hours expended per ton of
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The total annual consumption of superphosphates
approximates production since imports, exports and varia-
tion in stock carry-over are relatively minor as compared
v;ith output. 'Superphosphates constitute approximately 50%
of all fertilizer materials and 85 to 90^ of the phosphate
materials consumed in the United States. In a survey made
in 1941, the Department of Agriculture reports that the use
of superphosphate was distributed as follows in the Conti-
nental United States: 2,487,000 tons of normal superphosphate
were used in fertilizer mixtures and 1,533,000 tons were used
as such. The importance of superphosphate as a fertilizer ma-
terial is shown by the fact that it ranks first in tonnage con-
sumed in the United States and non-contiguous territories with
a total of A j 04-8,000 tons, as compared with the second ranking
fertilizer, nitrate of soda, which had a much lesser total of
880,000 tons, (See Table 15*)
An overall general picture of fertilizer consumption
in the United States for 1946 is shown in Exhibit 14. Most of
the fertilizer is consumed in the Eastern area of the United
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South Carolina, and Georgia.
Consijmption of phosphate fertilizer in the United
States was 71*3^ higher in the year ended June 30, 1946 than
in the calendar year 19^0, with increases ranging from 31*3^
in the New England region to 321.5^ in the V/est North Central
area (Table 16). The table seems to indicate that newer areas
of use have developed, e.g. the North Central and Western re-
gions. The latter areas used 32.0^ of the total consumption
in 1945-46 but only 21.8^ in I9A0. The portion of the total
consumption used in the North Central and 7/e stern States was
higher in 19^5-46 than in 19^-0, while the portion of the to-
tal consumption was lov/er in the eastern and southern areas.
The indications are that even larger portions of the total
consumption were in the North Central and Y/estern areas in
1946-47 and that this trend will probably continue upward a-
long with the total United States level of consumption.
Two main factors are responsible for these in-
creases in these two areas; one is that the fertility of
the soils in these regions has been depleted to such an ex-
tent that, together with favorable weather conditions and
high prices for agricultural products, it has become profit-
able to use fertilizers; the other is the shifting in many
parts of the North Central regions from the raising of or-
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Table 15.



























































.Mixed 1 .4 s such Total
1 icrri
! tories
Normal superphosphate ' . 2, 487, 000
1
1,53:1,000 '4,0-20, OW) 28,0011
Nitrate of soda 69,000 789,000 858,000 •22,000 V80. iM)
Sulfate of ammonia 354, 000 177, 000 5:11,000 139, 000 670.
Muriate of potash • 522, 000 80,000 flO'2.000 38, OUU r.40. oijo

















Ammonia and solutions 186.000
144,000Sewage sludge (all kinds)
Cottonseed meal • 13,000 137,000 150,000 — 1.50, 000
Wet-mixed base goods 130,000 0 130,000 I.'IO, 000
Cyanamid 33,000 83,000 116,000 4,000 120,000
Nianure salts and kainit 4. 90,000 21,000 111,000 111,000
Tobacco stems 80,000 20,000 100,000 100.000
Process tankage 80,000 3,000 92,000 92,000
Castor pomace
I>and plaster • . .
77,000 12,000 89,000 89,000
70,000 14,000 84,000 84,000
Sulfate of potash and of |M>tash-magnesia 59,000 5,000 64,000 6,000 70.000
Hasic slag • . 5,000 60, 000 65,000 65.0t¥)
•Ammonium phosphates 1" . . . 22,000 28,000 50,000 1.3, 000 63.0<»)
Peanut-hull meal 50,000 0 50,000 .50.000
Cramon, urea, calurea, etc
Nitrate of scala-pdtash
31,000 6,000 37,000 4.666 41,000
9,000 16,000 25,000 14,000 39.000
Dried fish scrap .30,000 7,000 37,000 1,000 38,000
Boncmeal











Cocoa bvpriMlucts 32 000
Miscellaneous natural organics " . 3,000 28,000





























Miscellaneous seed meals 3.000
0Acidulated fish.
Miscellaneous materials u 5,500 1,000













Tung meal .3,000 3.000
4.000Miscellanwus phosphatic materials
Sand and other filler 650,000 500





' (ir.iiles n>ntaining 14 to '24 percent available FjOi. Include-s 728,320 tons distributed as such by the
A. A. A.
> Of that consumed as such. 48 percent was 50 percent grade.
> I'seil as fertilizer fllier or sold as such by the fertilizer industry. In addition, more than 15,000,000 tons
sold by the lime or other industries was consumed in agriculture in 1941.
4
* Orades containing 30 to 48 percent available PiOj Includes 95,280 tons distributed as such by the
A .4 .\. and 18,353 tons distributed by the T. V. A.
) Includes 5,99 tons distributed as such in Illinois by the A. A. .4. /
* Includes 110,640 tons of meal used as fertilizer on cotton farms and more than 10,000 tons of cottonseed
meal denatured with castor pomace.
’ Includes 19.204 tons of 20 percent kainit consumed as such.
’ Material handled by the fertilizer industry only. In addition, 130,000 tons distributed by other indus-
tries was consumed as such in agriculture in 1941.
•
.Mostly open-hearth basic slag, of which 42,682 tons wai distributed by the A. A. A.
I'
.4bout 44 of the total consumed as such was the 16-20 grade.
" Dried blood: shrimp, blue crab, and king crab scrap: hoof and bom meal: etc.
Vegetable potash, cement-kiln dust, lime-potash, wood ashes, cotton-hull ashes, etc.
u Calnitro, calcium citrate, ammonium nitrate, etc.
" I.iaseed. .soybean, peanut, apricot -seed, hemp-seed, sesame-seed meals, etc.
u f'opiier sulfate, zinc sulfate, borax, sulfur, and unsegregated.
>• All distributeil by the T. V. A.
I" Figures lor all States and Territories are included.
Source: Mehring, A. L. and Vincent, G.P.
,
"Fertilizer Con-
sumption in 1941 and Trends in Usage", #689, U.S. Department
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I!M0> l!>i:>-4r, Increase 1040 l<l45-46
Short To is Short Tons Short Tons I’l r t int Per Cent Per Cent
New Kn^rlanil 55.062 13.113 51.5 4.7 3 6
.Mifclle Allanlie* I60..)Sy 216.217 54.7 17 0 14 1Soulh Atlantic 146.21.'. 15''.(i;t2
1
Ka.st N<»ttl. Central' 127.5.56 21»2.6T:i 165.117 120.4 1 \ t<i 1West North ( entral- 2.'..t:i2 107.05: '2.31.-, 521.5 2 ‘J 7 0S<njth (entral 210.576 525.562 114.!t!.6 •>1 •)
\S «*siern ' 42.162 1^.796 11.'..7 4.7 5.0
Unit»*<I StaU*s 6::s.7'>7 71.5 100.0 IPO.O
* Caleinlar year; data fioni Mehrinir. Wallace, and Drain (/>).
-Year emh*<i June 30. : data frtnn Scholl, Wallai-o ami .MiOirin"
.
• ('c»nn.. Maim*. Mass.. N. H.. ii. I.. Vt.
*
• Dfl., 1). (
..
M*l.. N. J.. N. Y.. I'a., W. Va.
• Kla.. (ia.. N. ( .. S. ( Va.
TIL. Ifni.. Mirh.. Ohin. Wis.
• Iowa. Kans.. .Minn.. .Mo.. Nt*l*r.. N. Dak., S. Dak.
' Ala.. Ark., Ky.. I-ji., Miss.. Okla., Tfnn.. Ti*\.
" An:;.. Calif.. Colo.. Dlaho. Monl.. Nov.. N. Mox.. Oro.. Utah. Wash., Wyo.
Source: Jacob, K. D., "Phosphate Fertilizer Progress",
Fertilizer Review
,
Jan .-Feb# 1948, p* 4.
plant food.l
Trend of Consumption .
Fertilizer tonnage increased from a consumption of
2,730,000 tons in 1900 to 10,733,000 in 1943, and to an esti-
mated 11,568,000 in 1944 in the United States (Hawaii and
Puerto Rico Included). (Exhibit 15). From 1900 to 1943 the
average plant-food content rose from 14*5^ to 20,4^, increasing
steadily from 1920 on. The total plant-food tonnage went from
394,700 tons in 1900 to 2,193,700 tons in 1943, an increase
of 456/^*^ Fertilizer consumed in 1947 was 16,839,000 tons,
^Ibld, p. 4.
^"Fertilizers and Lime in the United States", #586, United
States Department of Agriculture, 1946, p. 13*
.r yxlll' :-' . ' • • ^*0.' r, : 0"008
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over twice the tonnage of 1940, a very large increase.^
Exhibit 15.
FERTILIZER CONSUMPTION
Source: "Fertilizers and Lime in the United States", #586,
United States Department of Agriculture, 1946, p. 13.
^Davis, R.O.E., "Forty Years of Fertilizer Research", Chemi-
cal and Engineering News , Vol. 27, #7, Feb. 1949, p. 412.
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Factors which influence the consijmption of fertilizers ,
^
There are five major factors which are believed
to influence the demand for fertilizers, and these are (1)
native soil fertility, (2) the farming system, (3) farm
income, (A) fertilizer prices, and (5) research and educa-
tion.
( 1) Native soil fertility .
If other things remain equal, more fertilizer
would be used on infertile than on fertile lands. The
soils in many parts of the United States show much differ-
ence in fertility, due to climate, native vegetation, and
the material from which the soil is formed. Differences
in fertility may be also caused by variations in the total
amount of plant nutrients, and by differences in their avail-
ability to crops.
{ 2) The farming system .
This factor influences the consumption of fertili-
zer a great deal. If the farm is a grain, legimie, and live-
stock system, then the crop residues and farm manure can be
used for fertilizer, thereby reducing the requirements of
commercial fertilizer. For example, the East North States,
which received J0% of their farm income from livestock, used
manure to supply approximately 90^ of the total plant food
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for their soils, whereas the South Atlantic States, which
received only 21% of their income from livestock, used com-
mercial fertilizer for around ^^% of the total plant food,
(3) Parm Income ,
There is a very close relationship between con-
sumption of fertilizer and farm income as is evidenced in
Table 17,
Table 17.,
Year Sold by Commercial Producers Cash Farm Income









Source: Standard and Poors "Chemicals", p, C2-18,
( 4) Fertilizer Prices ,
The percentage of farm income spent for fertilizer
has remained constant for more than 30 years, and this shows
that dollar demand, and not price level, is the most impor-
tant factor influencing the consumption of fertilizer. There-
fore, for a given dollar demand, the price at which fertili-
zer is sold has an important effect on the amount of plant
food bought. Studies have shown that fertilizer consumption
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increases not only when prices are falling, but also that
it may increase when prices are rising, provided the pres-
sure of dollar demand is great enough, as in the years 1915
to 1919 and 1933 to 1943.
About 253 million dollars were spent by farmers
for fertilizer in each of the years, 1921, 1924, and 1937.
For this amount of money, they obtained 791,000, 1,1-^1,000,
and 1,601,500 tons of fertilizer respectively. Compared
with 1921, they received 44 and 102^ more fertilizer in the
latter two years.
The amount of fertilizer obtained for .'*^100 has
ranged from A29 pounds in 1919 io 1,597 pounds in 1933. In
1919, during V/orld War I, 44I million dollars were spent for
948,000 tons of fertilizer, whereas in 1943, during World
War II, 404 million dollars were spent by farmers for
2,192,800 tons, more than twice the amount of fertilizer
for a smaller expenditure,
(5) Research and Education ,
State and Federal research and educational work
have played an important part in influencing the increase
in fertilizer consumption, and important contributions have
also been made by the fertilizer industry and private organi-
zations, These agencies have shown the fanner how to use
fertilizer more efficiently and have contributed to the pro-
duction of better grades of fertilizers.
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Imports
Superphosphate imports have been relatively small
during recent years generally amounting annually to less
than 10,000 tons. Most of the imports come from Canada and
they are duty-free. The following table shows the imports
for the period 1935-1945.
Table 18.
U.S. Imports of Superphosphates
Total












Source: Horner, C.K., "Phosphate Rock and Superphosphates",
Industrial Reference Service, Part 2, Chemicals , Drugs . and
Pharmaceuticals
,
U.S. Department of Commerce, Peb. 194?, p. 8.
Exports .
Exports of superphosphate increased steadily from
1935 to 1943 as can be seen in Table 19
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Table 19,
U, S. Exports of Superphosphates















The United Kingdom, Canada, Cuba, Brazil, and
the Netherlands are the leading countries to which the
United States ships superphosphate. In 1945, 893 long
tons of normal superphosphate with a value of l>40,590, and
24,674 tons of concentrated superphosphate with a value of
*1,035,159 were exported to the United Kingdom, 52,045 tons
of normal fertilizer, value *847,696, and 11,151 tons of con-
centrated superphosphate, value *188,539, were exported to
Canada. 35,059 tons nomal, value *748,340, and 3,607 tons
concentrated, value *59,187 were exported to Cuba, These 3
countries are the most important market in the United States
superphosphate export trade.
Wholesale Prices,
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fertilizer per ton at Baltimore for the years 1935 to 1947
are given below.
Table 20.



























Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S, Depart-
ment of Labor.
The increase in prices in recent years has been
due to higher transportation costs for phosphate rock be-
cause of a replacement of water shipments from Florida with
rail, and to increased labor costs. However, the price of
fertilizer is still relatively low because of the highly com-
petitive nature of the industry. Exhibit 16 shows the trend
of prices received by fertilizer producers from 1926 to 1948;
fertilizer prices fell off more in the 1929-33 depression
than did the prices of other manufactured goods and have





Grades and Shipping ,
Grades - Superphosphate has been produced and
marketed in numerous grades, from 10^ up, based on the P 2O5
content. The distinction between norraal and concentrated
superphosphate has been arbitrarily set at 25% P 2O5 . Por
many years, the most pox^ular grade of ordinary superphos-
phate was that containing 16^, but shortly before the war,
the 20% grade became more important. An 18^ minimum was
set by the Government during the war as an economy measure.^
Packaging - Superphosphate is shipped in bulk in
car lot and also in ICO pound bags of paper, cloth or jute.
Cloth or jute bags of larger capacity, e.g. 150 - 200 pounds
are also used sometimes. Since superphosphate is a type of
product which presents no hazards, there are no railroad or
shipping regulations for it. However, the bags tend to rot
if left standing for a long time due to the presence of a
little free acid in the fertilizer. The use of asphalt-
laminated bags coimteracts this rotting to some extent,
“
Distribution.
All the fertilizer companies sell through dealers
and some sell directly to the farmer to eliminate the com-
mission or profit of the middleman. • There are several types
Corner, C.K., "Phosphate Rock and Superphosphates", Indus-
trial Reference Service, Part 2, Chemicals. Drugs, and Pharma-
ceuticals
,























exclusive selling agents, brokers who
also aot as importers, jobbers or exclusive agents, and im-
porters and jobbers. Other kinds of middlemen are retail
merchants or local dealers who distribute mixed fertilizer
from the manufacturers to the farmers.^
The larger fertilizer companies have branch sales
offices in areas where the bulk of the product is sold. Mary
important companies also operate through selling agencies
under different names in order to secure the services of
more dealers and as a result increase their sales. Before
1916, it was the practice to operate these selling compan-
ies without making known their ownership in these companies,
but this was stopped as a result of an investigation by the
Federal Trade Commission which from then on compelled the
fertilizer manufacturers to identify ownership of such con-
cerns*^
Distribution by Government .
Government distribution of fertilizers began in
1935 as part of the test-demonstration farm program of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, Fertilizer is supplied to the
farmers who cooperate in the program without cost except
for transportation expenses. Concentrated superphosphate
^"Report on the Fertilizer Industry", Federal Trade Commission,
1919, PP. 6 , 7 «
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is mostly distributed, increasing from 1,986 tons in 1935
to 42,435 tons in 1944. The number of farms which partici-
pated in the program also increased correspondingly from
984 to 31,542 in the same period.^
The Agricultima 1 Adjustment Agency also distributes
fertilizer to farmers, mostly normal superphosphate. Total
tonnage of fertilizer distributed increased from 244,750 tons
in 1936 to 1,954,946 tons in 1943.^
The large private manufacturers object very strong-
ly to government aid, and have often exerted considerable pres-
sure in Congress to keep bills concerning government partici-
pation in the fertilizer industry from being passed.
l'*Pertilizers and Lime in the United States"
partment of Agriculture, 1946, pp. 14, 16,
#586, U.S. De->
cOI
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The fertilizer industry does not have the sound
financial condition and long generous dividend records found
in other branches of the chemical industry. One of the most
important reasons for this situation is the severe competit-
ion prevalent in the industry; other factors influencing the
situation are the overcapacity of the industry and the season-
al nature of the business.
Fertilizer companies make very low profits. Com-
parative statistics on ratio of net income to gross income
for certain years show that fertilizer companies have a low-
er profit margin than all manufacturing companies. In the
period 1928 to 1938, fertilizer companies made a profit of
1.05 cents for each dollar they took in, whereas the ratio
1
for industry in general was almost three times that.
The stock market furnishes further evidence of the
low profits and dividends. Exhibit 17 shows how the market
appraises the earnings and dividends of fertilizer producers.
If fertilizer manufacturing were profitable, stocks of com-
panies in the industry would be in demand by investors and




Mar. 1941, the National Fertilizer Association, p. 6.
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they would sell at high prices. But as the graph shows,
that is not the case. Only in 1926 has the fertilizer stock
index been as high as the industrial average.
It is stated in an article of the Fertilizer Review: ^
If an investor had purchased ^1,000 worth
of fertilizer stocks in 1926, buying at the
average prices for that year, his stocks in
194.1 would be worth .'^276, If he had invested
his ^1,000 into a representative group of
industrial stocks, they would be worth ^5881,
and he would have received a dividend return.
Had he bought chemical stocks, they would be
now worth ^*^1,945.
Companies such as Davison Chemical and International
Mineral are in a much better position than most fertilizer com-
panies because they have not concentrated on producing fertili-
zer alone but have diversified into other important chemicals.
The analysis that follows includes the five leading
producers of superphosphate and mixed fertilizers in the in-
dustry. They are the American Agriculture Co.
,
International
Minerals and Chemical Corporation, Tennessee Corporation and
the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Corporation.^
American Agriculture Company
Capitalization: June 30, 1947
Funded Debt: None
Capital Stock: 627,969 shares (no par)
In 1938, 108,545 shares of stock were repurchased
^op . c it
. ,
p. 6.
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and the remaining 209,329 shares were split three to one.
(Table 25 in Appendix shows a financial summary of the com-
pany from 1940 to 1947.
)
International Minerals & Chemical Corp.
Capitalization : June 30, 1947
Long term debt: ^13,250,000
•^4 cumulative preferred stock: 98,730 shares
(•^100 par), Common stock: 788,155 shares
(.‘^5 par)
.
Early in 1945, the company borrowed .^8, 000, 000 to
pay 5^6,360,000 owed on serial debentures and to increase
working capital. On July 8, 1946, 131,769 common shares
were issued at i^32.50, raising ^3,900,000 for plant expan-
sion. The corporation spent $7,700,000 dioring the 1946-1947
fiscal year for plant improvements and extensions. This com-
pany merged in 1942 with Union Potash and Chemical Company.





$6 Cumulative preferred stock: 213,052 shares
($100 par).
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The finances of this company are satisfactory.
There has been a large increase in cash since 1941 due to
large depreciation reserves, conservative dividend payments
and in 19^5, the resort to a bank loan of '1^2,000,000 to fi-
nance the purchase of the Phosphate Mining Co* (Table 27
in Appendix shows a financial summary of the company.)
Davison Chemical Corporation
Capitalization
Funded debt : none
Bank Loan
:
, 000 , 000
Capital stock: 514,134 shares (^1,00 par)
Finances of this company are strong, having im-
proved since 1940, due primarily to an accumulation of earn-
ings in excess of expenditures for plant improvements. Pur-
chase of additional properties, worth ^^4, 800, 000 was aided
by a !‘^3,000,000 bank loan. (Table 28 in Appendix shows a





Capital stock: 853,696 shares ($5 par)
Finances of the company are very good. Net working
capital has been very satisfactory for some years. In 1936,
the Ducktown Chemical and Iron Company was bought for
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$620,000 cash, a further specified consideration and •'^1,000,000
in bonds. In 19^1, the existing *3,092,500 of notes
were refinanced from the proceeds of 3,000,000 lower interest
bearing loan and serial notes, (Table 29 in Appendix gives
a financial sumraary of the company from 1940 to 19^7*)
Profit Margins ,
Profit margins are normally low and this leads to
pressure in prices, especially in periods of declining demand.
During the 1930’ s the margins were very small due to low farm
prices which prevented farmers from buying their normal require-
ments of fertilizer. Considerable improvements have been made
in recent years, because of a gain in the demand for fertili-
zer which has allowed a better price structure, but the margins
are still narrow compared with those of industrial chemical com-
panies, Table 21 shows the total of common dividends for these
companies in % of net available for dividends after preferred
requirements, from 1937 through 1947.
Table 21
Profit Margins (^)




1946 16,2 8,7 16,4 15.4 11.1




1943 14.6 15.2 18,1 19.9 11.3
1942 15.2 15.3 19.4 20.3 14,7
1941 9.1 11,1 6,9 16,9 5.5
1940 8,3 3.6 6,6 15.9 6,7
1939 7.7 1.8 5.9 10,9 7.0
1938 11,2 6.5 8,2 11,6 5.4




Dividends paid by fertilizer companies have been
irregular, because of the relatively poor earnings of this
group, with the exception of the American Agricultural Co*
Table 22 shows the dividends on common stock as a percentage
of available net after preferred requirements for 1937-47*
Table 22
Year
NET AVAILABLE DIVIDENDS ON COiMON STOCK
American Davison International Tennessee Va.-Ca
"TWl 43.9 28.5 29.9 - Nil
1946 45.8 42.2 25.5 52.9 ft
1945 72.2 34.9 36.2 73.5 fi
1944 69.0 36.9 32.2 75.8 ft
1943 52.8 41.1 27.8 58.1 It
1942 50.5 28.7 Nil 73.5 ft
1941 67.0 47.7 62.5 ft
1940 82.8 Nil 18.4 It
1939 1/ tt Nil It
1938 V ti ft It
1937 56.6 53.4 32.1 It
1/ Dividends exceeded net profits.
Price Earnings Ratios .
The erratic nature of the business and lack of
growth prospects are the causes for low average price earn-
ings ratios. Table 23 shows high and low calendar year mar-
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RATIO OP HIGH AND LOW LIARKET PRICES TO NET PER
COIVMON SHARE
Year American Davison International Tennessee 7a. -Ca*
—





V d # •
.
High Low
1947 7.3 5.0 6.8 4.6 1.8 5.1 - - 2.2 1.0
1946 11.3 7.9 13.1 9.3 11.5 6.9 13.2 7.4 14.8 6.8
1945 15.5 10.1 9.5 5.4 12.6 6.2 14.3 8.6 def def
1944 11.0 9.0 5.9 4.8 6.1 4.8 9.7 8.0 II M
1943 10.6 7.1 7.9 5.0 5.3 3.3 7.8 5.1 II It
1942 8.4 6.6 6.0 3.8 4.4 1.3 6.9 5.5 II II
1941 12.8 7.8 8.9 4.9 5.9 3.8 ti It
1940 14.5 8.3 def def 6.8 3.1 II 11
1939 19.7 13.1 It 22.3 9.8 II 11
1938 13.0 7.2 17.4 8.4 II II
1937 11.5 6.1 14.1 4.8 II II
Relative Yield Performance.
Normally fertilizer stocks provide high yields in
good years. Yields have fallen in recent years
,
reflecting
a more liberal appraisal by the market of earnings prospects.
Table 24 shows the fiscal year dividends paid, divided by ca-
lendar year price range s of common stock, for 1937-47.
Table 24
RATIO OF HIGH AND LOW DIVIDENDS PAID TO PRICE RANGES
OP comm STOCK
Year American Davison International Tennessee Va. - Ca.
Low High Low High Low High Low High Low
1947 6.0 4.0 5.9 3.8 11:3 7.5 TTI Nil
1946 5.9 4.1 4.8 3.2 3.7 2.2 6.8 4.0 II II
1945 7.1 4.7 6.3 3.6 5.9 2.9 8.5 5.3 I! II
1944 7.7 6.3 7.7 6.3 6.7 5.6 9.5 7.8 II It
1943 7.4 5.0 8.3 5.3 8.5 5.3 11.4 7.5 II ri
1942 7.7 6.0 7.5 4.8 Nil Nil 13.3 10.7 II It
1941 8o3 5.2 9.6 5.3 16.7 10.7 II It
1940 9.9 5.7 Nil Nil 5.9 2.7 11 If
1939 8.6 5.7 II It Nil Nil II ir
1938 15.3 8.8 II It II II II 11





Putiire of the Fertilizer Industry
World War II stimulated a demand for food to such
an extent that production and consumption in the United States
of fertilizer reached all-time highs. Pood supplies had to be
increased not only for our armed forces and civilian popula-
tion but also for our allies, and this was accomplished in
part by increased use of fertilizer. The war, however, left
many devastated areas in Europe and other placed thus cutting
off the food supplies of the population of these countries.
The food situation in Europe has begun to improve but recent-
ly and only because of aid from the United States, which has
helped feed and rebuild countries such as Prance, Italy, and
Greece, Until the fertilizer plants in Europe are restored
to pre-war conditions, as many already have been, and the food
situation has improved in this area, demand for fertilizer in
the United States may be expected to be heavy.
During 1935 to 1939, an average of 7 1/3 million tons
of fertilizer were used by agriculture in the United States. By
1945, this had risen to 13,2 million tons, an increase of 81^.
The major plant nutrients in that tonnage also increased in this
period approximately 86^ and therefore, this indicates a sound
trend which is certain to continue,^
^Lockwood, M,H,
,
"Fertilizer Industry Forecast", Chemical
Engineering
,
Nov, 19^6, p, 294.
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It seems likely that the substantial increase in
the use of fertilizer will be maintained for some time to
come also due to the following reasons:
(1) The educational program carried on by govern-
mental agencies and the industry itself. Farmers are much
more familiar today with the important role fertilizers play
in profitable farming operations.
(2) The shift in crop production mentioned in
Chapter 6, This is also due partly to a change in diet of
the American people. Per capita consumption of fruits, fresh
vegetables and dairy products is much larger now than a few
years ago. Therefore, the amount of fertilizer used on
fruits, truck crops and grasslands vdll probably increase*
(3) A comparatively rapid growth in the consumption
of fertilizer in the newer agricultural regions of the West,
also mentioned in Chapter 6.
(A) The ability of the industry to supply increased
amounts of better fertilizers, better suited for certain crops
and soils through research in laboratories of private com-
panies and Governmental agencies.
(5) The increased income of farmers in recent years.
Because of the close relationship between farm income and ex-
penditure (Chapter 6), the demand for fertilizers will be
strong for some time to come.
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(6) The high prices for crops which act as an
incentive for farmers.
All these factors seem to indicate a high rate of
activity in the superphosphate fertilizer industry in the
future. The importance of this branch of the industry in
the United States and in the world with its various phases
has been shown in this paper. To supply the countries of
the world which do not have the facilities to make superphos-
phate fertilizer from phosphate rock, United States plants
and raw materials are economically and geographically well
located. There are abundant raw material resources of phos-
phate rock and sulfur for making sulfuric acid for hundreds
of years to come. Therefore, all these factors combined with
the technical know-how of the United States have strengthened
this position of this coimtry as the leading producer of su-
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1947 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940




2.6 2.3 2.3 2.8 2.8 2.6 4.0
% Inventories
Current Asset;s 22.8 20.3 21.3 25.3 25.4 33.7 40.9 47.3
Quick Ratio 2,76 2.84 2.58 2.75 3.53 3.69 5.38 8.05
Book Value
Common Stock 45.54 A1.49 38.54 57.69 56.72 35.21 33.81 33.20
Ret Working
Capital* 17.53 16. a6 14.66 14.91 14.99 14.58 14.33 13.82
^Pixed Assets
Total Assets 30.4 29.5 31.3 30.0 29.9 25.7 32.5 31.9
Total Assets* 35.7 32.5 30.7 29.3 27.1 25.3 23.1 21.0
% Receivables
Current Assets 7.2 7.9 9.9 11.7 14.7 16.3 30.4 27.0
Total Invested
Capital* 28.6 26.1 24.2 23.7 33.1 22.1 21.3 20.8
Net Sales* 41. 56.9 34.9 33.1 30.0 27.1 22.3 19.0
Net Income* 4.30 3.02 1.7A 1.82 2.02 1.80 1.12 0.91
Accounts
Receivable* 4.6 4.9 6.0 7.3 9.4 10.1 22.0 21.1
Earnings per





International Mineral and Chemical
1947 1946 1943 1944 1943 19^2 1941 1940
Current Ratio 5.4 11.3 11.9 8.6 6.6 7.2 6.7 5.7
Cash




Current Assets 28.9 23.1 29.9 38.4 34.1 28.9 47.0 36.7
Quick Ratio 2.9 4.7 6.3 4.7 2.6 3.6 2.6 12.7
Book Value
Common Stock 33.49 30.70 28.90 29.70 29.25 28.24 25.52 10.09
Net Working
Capital ^ 11.34 11.34 11.91 8.63 6.60 7.19 6.65 5.73
^
Fixed Assets
Total Assets 70.1 67.5 64.0 70.5 70.7 77.8 74.8 79.8
Total Assets* 47.1 40.8 37.1 33.6 33.^ 31.7 29.3 27.8
% Receivables
Current Assets 19.8 17.3 17.9 24.2 20.3 22.2 24.7 30.0
Total Invested
Capital * 44.5 38.9 55.6 32.3 31.3 29.9 28.7 27.4
Net Sales* 41.3 3A.4 30.3 27.3 22.5 18.1 13.6 12.3
Net Income * 3.83 2.93 2o04 2.02 2.08 1. 66 O.AO 0.01
Accounts















Virginia - Carolina Chemical
1947 19i6 1945 1944 1943 19^2 1941 1940
Ciirrent Ratio 5.4 5.7 5.4 5.2 8.1 8.4. 12.8 6.4
Cash
Current Liab, 2.2 3.3 2.9 2.8 4.4 3.7 2.2 1.2
% Inventories
Current Assets 30.4 23.6 27.7 29.1 24.3 31.1 38.8 41.4
Quick Ratio 3.18 4.34 3.89 3.63 5.96 5.84 8,23 3.63
Book Value
Common Stock 149.8 139.7 132.3 127.8 127.4 125.9 116.7 115.1
Net Working
Capital ^ 15.9 15.5 15.2 14.5 14.6 13.4 11.1 10.2
^
Fixed Assets
Total Assets 45.3 45.6 44.0 41.3 43.5 46.8 53.5 54.3




Current Assets 20.9 18.6 19.2 17.2 21.1 25.0 44.3 40.5
Total Invested
Capital-5J- 33.2 31.3 29.9 27.2 27.2 26.8 24.9 24.5
Net Sales-K- 42.4 36.6 33.4 29.3 26.4 24.5 •0OJ 19.3
Net Income* 4.07 1.70 0.96 0.82 0.98 1.35 0.36 0.62
Accounts
Receivable 10.1 9.86 10.8 10.6 13.3 15.5 25.9 25.4
Warnings per
Share
Common 0.87 do. 66^ dO.62^ 0.14 dl.89^ dl.36l di. 57^










1947 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1541 1940
Current Ratio 6,5 8.1 A.
7
5.2 3.9 3.3 6.6 3.9
Cash
Current Liab* 2.5 4.4 1.3 2.0 1.1 0.7 1.5 1.0
% Inventories
Current Assets 3^.2 23.1 3^.2 30.5 41.8 49.4 47.4 38.5
Quick Ratio 4.1 6.25 3.1 3.41 2.25 1.47 3.5 2.39
Book Value
Common Stock 32.11 29.55 27.23 25.22 23.59 21.54 19.04 18.27
Net Working
Capital * 8.5 8.7 7.5 7.1 6.0 4.7 4.7 4.4
^
Fixed Assets
Total Assets 51.6 39.4 41.4 41.8 47.4 53.2 49.2 46.8
Total Assets* 16.5 16.4 15.4 15.2 14.5 10.8 11.1 11.7
% Receivables
Current Assets 25.4 21.0 36.5 27.3 27.8 23.6 27.3 35.8
Total Invested
Capital* 20.26 15.22 14.36 13.68 13.15 12.02 9.96 9.68
Net Sales* 25.3 23.3 33.
A
25.5 21.6 14.4 10.3 dlO.8^
Net Income* 1.8 1.22 1.52 1.38 1.24 1.08 0.65 do. 14^
Accounts
Receivable- 10.1 9.03 10.46 9.43 10.17 10.11 14.55 19.43
Earnings per
Share 2.56 2.36 2.95 2.69 2.4 2 2.10 1.27 do. 26-
* In Millions
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1946 19^5 1944 1943 1942 19^1 1940
Current Ratio 2.6 3.0 3.2 3.7 3.5 3.4 4.0
Cash
Current Liab, 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.9
% Inventories
Current Assets 44.4 4^.1 43.0 46.6 52.2 58.4 54.6
Quick Ratio 1.42 1.95 1.80 1.93 1.18 1.38 1.78
Book Value
Conimon Stock 25.22 24.32 25.07 24.15 23.32 21.67 20.83
Net Working
Capital-}^ 6.7 7.2 8.1 7.2 5.1 5.0 5.5
% Fixed Assets
Total Assets 58.6 57.7 56.8 61.2 65.8 69.6 68.3
Total Assets-K- 26.7 25.5 27.2 25.5 24.8 23.3 22.9
% Receivables
Current Assets 16.35 12.96 15.26 21.30 21.20 22.60 20.60
Total Invested
Capital*^- 21.9 21.5 22.5 22.1 21.0 20.7 20.7
Net Sales^i- 27.7 24.9 24.9 23.0 20.4 17.8 13.7
Net Incomes^ 1.61 1.16 1.13 1.47 1.16 1.37 1.16
Accounts
Receivable* 6.5 5.6 7.2 9.1 8.8 9.0 10.9
Earnings per
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